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Abstract

Clustering and cooperative transmission are the key enablers in power-constrained Inter-

net of Things (IoT) networks. The challenges for power-constrained devices in IoT net-

works are to reduce the energy consumption and to guarantee the Quality of Service

(QoS) provision. In this thesis, optimal node selection algorithms based on clustering

and cooperative communication are proposed for different network scenarios, in partic-

ular:

• The QoS-aware energy efficient cluster heads (CHs) selection algorithm in one-hop

capillary networks. This algorithm selects the optimum set of CHs and construct

clusters accordingly based on the location and residual energy of devices.

• Cooperative nodes selection algorithms for cluster-based capillary networks. By

utilising the spacial diversity of cooperative communication, these algorithms select

the optimum set of cooperative nodes to assist the CHs for the long-haul trans-

mission. In addition, with the regard of evenly energy distribution in one-hop

cluster-based capillary networks, the CH selection is taken into consideration when

developing cooperative devices selection algorithms.

The performance of proposed selection algorithms are evaluated via comprehensive sim-

ulations. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms can achieve up to 20%

network lifetime longevity and up to 50% overall packet error rate (PER) decrement.

Furthermore, the simulation results also prove that the optimal tradeoff between energy

efficiency and QoS provision can be achieved in one-hop and multi-hop cluster-based

scenarios.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) was first proposed in 1999 when Auto-ID Center launched their

initial vision of the Electronic Product Code network for automatically identifying and

tracing the flow of goods in supply-chains. Nowadays, the IoT networks represent a new

revolutionary era of computing technology which enables a wide variety of devices to

interoperate through the existing Internet infrastructure. The IoT networks promote

the virtual world of information technology to integrate seamlessly with the real world

of things. The capillary networks were introduced in the IoT networks to support huge

number of devices in the IoT networks via wireless technologies [CVAG12].

1.1 Research Motivation

Energy efficiency of the long-haul transmission is one of the main challenging issues

considering the fact that most of the wireless devices involved in capillary connections

are powered by batteries and have limited energy supply. The clustering protocol was

then proposed as an energy efficient cross-layering technique to solve the aforementioned

issue [LG97]. The clustering protocol employs cluster heads (CHs) which consequently

transmit the aggregated data to the capillary gateway for the long-haul transmission.

1
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There remains a problem that it is difficult to determine the number of CHs and the

distribution of CHs to ensure the energy efficiency [GP10].

In addition, although the clustering protocol improves energy efficiency in capillary

networks, the CHs consume a considerable energy compared to other devices, bringing

the unequal energy depletion among the wireless devices [ZD07]. As a result, the energy

of CHs are run out earlier as compared to other devices in the network, which may

limit the network lifetime. Cooperative communication was introduced in cluster-based

capillary networks to increase spatial diversity and distribute the energy consumption

evenly in the network [Lan06]. It uses cooperative devices to assist CHs in long-haul

transmission. However, cooperative devices may result in extra energy consumption

and Quality of Service (QoS) requirement. There is no effective strategy to decide how

many and which cooperative devices should participate in the long-haul transmission

with different objectives, such as energy efficiency, QoS provision optimisation and the

optimum tradeoff between energy efficiency and QoS provision optimisation.

1.2 Research Scope

This thesis focuses on the node selections algorithm for capillary networks. The following

research objectives are achieved:

a) energy efficiency maximisation,

b) QoS provision improvement,

c) the optimum tradeoff between energy efficiency and QoS provision.

The following novel node selection algorithms are proposed to achieve these objectives

for different network scenarios:

a) The CHs selection algorithm aims to prolong the network lifetime in single-hop cap-

illary networks.
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b) The CH and cooperative devices selection algorithm in single-hop cluster-based cap-

illary networks aims to maximise network lifetime, to minimise overall packet error

rate (PER), and also to strike the optimum tradeoff between network lifetime and

overall PER.

c) The cooperative coalitions selection algorithm in multi-hop cluster-based capillary

networks aims to maximise network lifetime, to minimise overall PER, and also to

strike the optimum tradeoff between network lifetime and overall PER.

1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are list as follows:

a) A QoS aware energy efficient CHs selection algorithm in one-hop capillary networks

is proposed by using Quantum-inspired Particle Swarm Optimisation (QPSO) to

maximise the network lifetime. The proposed algorithm is able to select the optimum

set of CHs and construct clusters accordingly based on the location and residual

energy of devices.

b) The CH and cooperative devices selection algorithms for one-hop capillary networks

based on cooperative multiple-input-single-output (CMISO) are proposed to max-

imise the network lifetime, minimise the overall PER, and also achieve the optimum

tradeoff between network lifetime and overall PER. These algorithms apply exhaus-

tive search to determine the optimum CH, utilise QPSO to select the optimum set of

cooperative devices to assist CH for long-haul transmission, and also employs Non-

dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) for the Pareto solutions of the

cooperative devices set to prolong network lifetime and decrease overall PER.

c) Cooperative coalitions selection algorithms for multi-hop capillary networks based

on multi-hop cooperative multiple-input-multiple-output (CMIMO) are proposed to

maximise the network lifetime, minimise the overall PER, and also achieve the opti-
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mum tradeoff between network lifetime and overall PER. The cooperative coalitions

selection algorithms apply QPSO to select the optimum set of cooperative senders

and cooperative receivers of each cluster in the routing path, and also employ NSGA-

II for the Pareto solutions of cooperative coalitions to prolong network lifetime and

decrease overall PER.

1.4 Researcher Publication List

1. L. Song, K. K. Chai, Y. Chen, J. Loo, and J. Schormans, ”Cooperative Coalition

Selection for Quality of Service Optimisation in Cluster-based Capillary Networks

of the Internet of Things Systems”, IEEE Systems Journal, 2016.

2. L. Song, K. K. Chai, Y. Chen and J. Schormans, ”QoS-aware Energy Efficient

Cooperative Scheme for Cluster-based IoT Systems”, IEEE Systems Journal, 2015.

3. L. Song, K. K. Chai, Y. Chen and J. Schormans, ”Energy efficient cooperative

MISO scheme for cluster-based M2M capillary networks”, 2016 IEEE 27th Annual

IEEE International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communi-

cations (PIMRC), Valencia, Spain, 2016.

4. L. Song, K. K. Chai, Y. Chen, J. Loo, S. Jimaa and J. Schormans, ”QoS-aware

Energy Efficient Cooperative Scheme for Cluster-based IoT Systems”, 2016 IEEE

Wireless Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC), Doha, Qatar,

2016.

5. L. Song, K. K. Chai, Y. Chen and J. Schormans, ”Energy efficient coopera-

tive MISO scheme for cluster-based M2M capillary networks”, 2014 International

Symposium on Wireless Personal Multimedia Communications (WPMC), Sydney,

NSW, 2014.
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1.5 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 provides the architecture of capillary networks and background infor-

mation of clustering and cooperative communication, summarises the state-of-the-art

clustering protocols and cooperative communication, as well as presents relevant method-

ologies used in this thesis.

Chapter 3 presents an energy efficient CHs selection algorithm by using QPSO

to maximise the network lifetime. The performance evaluation is carried out for the

proposed CHs selection algorithm.

Chapter 4 addresses the CH and cooperative devices selection problem in CMISO

enabled one-hop capillary networks, where the CH and cooperative devices selection

algorithms are developed with the objective of energy efficiency, QoS provision opti-

misation and the optimum tradeoff between energy efficiency and QoS provision. The

performance evaluation are conducted during the development of proposed algorithms.

Chapter 5 investigates the cooperative coalitions selection algorithms in CMIMO

enabled multi-hop capillary networks. The proposed cooperative coalitions selection

algorithm aims at energy efficiency, QoS provision and the optimum tradeoff between

energy efficiency and QoS provision. The performance evaluations are conducted during

the development of proposed algorithms.

Chapter 6 consists of conclusions and some thoughts for future work.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents the introduction of capillary networks. Taking the network per-

formance into consideration, special focuses are given to the clustering protocol and coop-

erative communications for capillary networks. Correspondingly, the current research

efforts on clustering protocol and cooperative communication are provided. At the end

of this chapter, the methodologies used in the following chapters are described.

2.1 Overview of Capillary Networks

The Internet of Things (IoT) represents a new revolutionary era of computing technol-

ogy that enables a wide variety of devices to interoperate through the existing Internet

infrastructure [NBO+15]. The potential of this era is boundless, bringing in new commu-

nication opportunities in which ubiquitous devices blend seamlessly with the environment

and embrace every aspect of people’s daily lives. Cellular communication technologies

can play a crucial role in the development and expansion of IoT [SYY+13]. Cellular

networks can leverage their ubiquity, network management and advanced backhaul con-

nectivity capabilities into IoT networks. In this regard, capillary networks aim to provide

the capabilities of cellular networks to constrained networks while enabling connectivity

6
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between wireless devices and cellular networks [SBE+14]. Hence, a capillary network

provides local connectivity to devices using short-range radio access technologies while

it connects to the backhaul cellular network.

2.1.1 Network Architecture

An end-to-end architecture from the capillary networks to the IoT platform through the

mobile networks is given in Figure 2.1.

Capillary Networks

Capillary Gateway

Capillary 

Networks

Capillary Gateway
Cellular access

Object-to-object connection

Mobile Networks

Wireless 

Devices

Wireless 

Devices

IoT Platform

Capillary access

Capillary connectivity domain Cellular connectivity domain

Data domain

Figure 2.1: Network Architecture

This architecture consists of three domains: the capillary connectivity domain, the

cellular connectivity domain, and the data domain. In capillary connectivity domain,

some wireless devices communicate with the mobile networks through a capillary gate-

way while some communicate to the mobile networks via cellular connectivity directly.

The cellular connectivity domain provides connectivity in the mobile networks and IoT

platform. The data domain includes all devices and infrastructure that provide data pro-
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cessing functionality for a desired service from the devices to the IoT platform [SBE+14].

2.1.2 Clustering Protocol in Capillary networks

Although capillary networks can provide reliable connectivity to devices within a specific

local area, energy efficiency is a challenging issue [ABBR+12]. Additionally, if every

device in capillary network communicates with the capillary gateway independently and

directly, it stands a good chance that a huge number of packet collisions occur at the

capillary gateway due to lots of simultaneous access requests. Moreover, a great amount

of signalling overhead is another significant issue if direct connection between every

device and the sink is allowed.

CHCM

CM CM

CM

CM

CM CM

CMCH

Inter-cluster connection of long-haul transmission phase

Capillary gateway

Intra-cluster connection of data collection phaseCluster head

Cluster member

CH

CM

Figure 2.2: Clusters in capillary networks

The clustering protocol was proposed as an energy efficient cross-layering technique to

solve the aforementioned issues [HCB00]. The clustering protocol organizes all devices in

the network into several groups, as shown in Figure 2.2. A cluster consists of two kinds of

devices: one CH and several cluster members (CMs). In particular, the CH is responsible
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for collecting data packets from its CMs, aggregating the collected data based on some

computations (e.g. average, standard deviation or gradient data aggregation algorithms),

and preparing a single aggregated packet that is sent to the capillary gateway in the long-

haul transmission. Therefore, there are two phases in the cluster-based transmission

protocol:

• Data collection phase. Every CM transmits a data packet to its CH through the

intra-cluster connection.

• Long-haul transmission phase. Every CH transmits an aggregated data packet to

the capillary gateway through the inter-cluster connection.

The advantage of clustering lies on the reduction of transmission distance in both intra-

cluster and inter-cluster communication, because the intra-cluster distances between the

CMs and the CH are normally shorter than the long-haul distance between the CM and

the capillary gateway. Besides, the number of CHs is less than the number of CMs in

the network, therefore, clustering technique also decreases the signalling overhead and

releases traffic congestion at the capillary gateway.

2.1.3 Cooperative Communication in Cluster-based Capillary Networks

In cluster-based capillary networks, the CHs consume a considerable energy in the long-

haul transmission compared to the CMs within the same cluster. The unequal energy

depletion among the devices in the capillary networks may cause CHs to run out of bat-

tery power earlier than CMs, which severely limits the network lifetime [KCY+08]. In this

case, multi-antenna systems have been introduced in cluster-based capillary networks to

increase channel capacity and reduce transmission energy consumption in fading chan-

nels [CSSI06]. Due to the limited physical size of a wireless device which can typically

support one single antenna, cooperative communication systems allow single-antenna

devices to reap some of the benefits of multi-antenna systems.
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To form such a cooperative communication system, devices must first exchange the

data packet that is utilized to decide the long-haul data. Then, the source device and

cooperative devices jointly transmit the long-haul data to the destination. And the

destination side can have one or more devices to receive the long-haul data.

2.1.3.1 Cooperative Multiple-Input-Single-Output Systems

In small-scale cluster-based capillary networks where clusters are located relatively close

to the capillary gateway, CMISO systems are employed in the long-haul transmission

between clusters and capillary gateway. In particular, the CH and cooperative devices

(Coops) within the same cluster form the cooperative multiple-input antennas to trans-

mit the long-haul data to the capillary gateway which is equipped with one antenna to

receive data [FGZW10], as shown in Figure 2.3.

CHCM

CM CM CM CM

CM

Cluster head

Cluster member Inter-cluster connection of long-haul transmission phase

CH

Coop

Coop

Coop

CH

CH

CM

Cooperative devices 
Capillary gateway

Intra-cluster connection of local broadcasting phase

Coop

3×1 MISO

2×1 MISO

Figure 2.3: Cooperative Multiple-Input-Single-Output systems in cluster-
based capillary networks

The CMISO transmission consists of two phases:

• Local broadcasting phase. The CH shares the aggregated data with its Coops by

broadcasting it within the cluster.
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• Long-haul transmission phase. The CH and its Coops modulate the local broad-

casting data to be the long-haul data based on diversity modulation techniques,

such as space-time block coding (STBC). Then the CH and Coops jointly transmit

the MISO-modulated long-haul data to the capillary gateway.

2.1.3.2 Cooperative Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output Systems

In large-scale cluster-based capillary networks where several clusters are located far away

from the capillary gateway, cooperative Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (CMIMO) sys-

tems are employed in the multi-hop long-haul transmission [MR13]. In CMIMO systems,

the source CH with its cooperative senders (SCoops) at the transmission side form the

cooperative multi-antennas system to send the long-haul data to the destination CH and

its cooperative receivers (RCoops) at the reception side.

The CMIMO transmission consists of three phases:

• Local broadcasting phase. At the transmission side, the source CH shares the

aggregated data with its SCoops by broadcasting it within the cluster.

• Long-haul transmission. At the transmission side, the source CH and its SCoops

modulate the local broadcasting data to be the long-haul data based on diver-

sity modulation techniques, and then transmit the MIMO-modulated data to the

reception side. At the reception side, the destination CH together with its RCoops

receive the MIMO-modulated data from all the source CH and SCoops.

• Local forwarding phase. At the reception side, all RCoops transmit the received

MIMO-modulated data to the destination CH.

An example of multi-hop CMIMO systems in cluster-based capillary network is shown

in Figure 2.4. For instance, Cluster 1 in the Routing path 1 have data to transmit to

the capillary gateway through Cluster 2. In the long-haul transmission between Cluster

1 and Cluster 2, a 3× 2 MIMO system is employed with one CH and two SCoops at the
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transmission side as well as one CH and one RCoop at the reception side. And in the

long-haul transmission between Cluster 2 and the capillary gateway, a 3×1 MISO system

is employed, including one CH and two SCoops at the transmission side. Similarly, in

Routing path 2, the Cluster 3 send data to the capillary gateway through Cluster 4 and

Cluster 5 by 2× 2 MIMO, 2× 3 MIMO and 2× 1 MISO systems, respectively.

CH

CM

CM
RCoop

SCoop

SCoop

CHCM

SCoop

SCoop

3×1 MISO

3×2 

MIMO

CHCM

SCoop

CH

CM

RCoop

SCoop

CM

CM

CM

2×2 

MIMO

CH

CM

RCoop

SCoop

RCoop

CM

CM

2×3 

MIMO

2×1 MISO

Cluster head

Cluster member

Inter-cluster connection of long-haul transmission phaseCooperative sender 

Capillary gateway

Intra-cluster connection of local broadcasting phase

SCoop

CH

CM

RCoop Cooperative receiver 

Intra-cluster connection of local forwarding phase

CM CM

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

Cluster 5

Figure 2.4: Cooperative Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output systems in cluster-
based capillary networks

2.2 State-of-the-Art

In this section, several recent research work on clustering protocols and cooperative

communication are reviewed.
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2.2.1 Clustering Protocols in Capillary Networks

Clustering protocols are able to achieve energy efficiency in a scalable and effective

manner by organizing wireless devices into small groups. The clustering protocols can

be classified into distributed, centralised and hybrid ones [AY07].

In distributed clustering protocols, devices are usually not aware of their network posi-

tion, and all the clustering and routing decisions have to be made based on devices’ inter-

nal information and information exchange with their neighbours. Some well-known dis-

tributed clustering protocols include low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH)

Protocol [HCB00], energy efficient hierarchical clustering (EEHC) [BC03], and scalable

energy efficient clustering hierarchy (SEECH) [TKS14], with the objectives of overall

energy consumption minimisation.

In centralised clustering protocols, the network consists of a number of location-

aware wireless devices. That is, all devices report their individual information to a

centre sink, e.g. the capillary gateway, and all the clustering and routing decisions

are made in the centre sink. Some well-known centralised clustering protocols include

centralised LEACH (LEACH-C) [HCB02], base-station controlled dynamic clustering

protocol (BCDCP) [MMBF05], and cluster head election mechanism using Fuzzy logic

(CHEF) [KPHC08], with the objectives of overall energy consumption minimisation.

Hybrid clustering protocols are composed of both centralised and distributed approaches.

In hybrid clustering protocols, distributed approaches are usually used for coordination

between CHs, and centralised manners are performed for CHs to build individual clusters.

Typical hybrid clustering strategies include hybrid energy-efficient distributed (HEED)

clustering algorithm [YF04] and non-probabilistic approach and fuzzy logic based on

HEED algorithm(HEED-NPF) [TNNY10], with the objectives of overall energy con-

sumption minimisation or even energy distribution.

The capillary gateway is assumed to be capable of processing complicated algorithms
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and supplying unlimited energy [SH11], because the centre sink, e.g. capillary gate-

way, is usually connected to the power grid and has high data processing capability.

Therefore, the capillary gateway is able to execute the centralised clustering algorithms.

From an optimisation perspective, clustering is a kind of non-deterministic polynomial-

time hard (NP-hard) grouping problem [Fal98]. A problem is in NP if there exists a

non-deterministic polynomial-time solution [LKH93]. If a problem is NP-hard, it indi-

cates that any problem in NP can be reduced to that problem [Woe03]. Particularly,

centralised clustering protocols involving evolutionary algorithms are widely believed to

be effective on NP-hard problems. And evolutionary algorithms are able to provide

near-optimal solutions to such problems in a reasonable time [LKH93]. Evolutionary

algorithms in [LTS07] [LTSL08] [GSDL14] have been applied in centralised clustering

protocols recently.

In [LTS07], the authors proposed a centralised energy-aware clustering protocol using

Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) algorithm, with the objective of simultaneously min-

imising the intra-cluster distance and optimising the energy consumption of the network.

The base station runs the proposed PSO-based algorithm to select a pre-determined

number of CHs that can minimise the cost function, as defined by,

cost = ωweight × f1 + (1− ωweight)× f2

f1 = max
k=1,2,···K







∑

∀n∈Cp,k

d(ni, CHp,k)

|Cp,k|







f2 =

N
∑

i=1

E(ni)/

K
∑

k=1

E(CHp,k)

(2.1)

where K is the pre-determined number of CHs, f1 is the maximum average Euclidean

distance of devices to their associated CHs, |Cp,k| is the number of devices belong to

cluster Ck of particle p, f2 is the ratio of total initial energy of all devices ni, i =

1, 2, · · · , N in the network with the total energy of the CH candidates in the current

round. The constant ωweight is a user-defined constant used to weigh the contribution

of each of the sub-objectives. The simulation results suggest that the performance of
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proposed PSO-based algorithm outperforms LEACH and LEACH-C.

In [GSDL14], the authors proposed a quantum genetic algorithm (QGA) based clus-

tering protocol to determine the CHs selection, aiming at the energy consumption balance

between CMs and CHs. Particularly, the proposed QGA algorithm deals with cluster

formation based on different events, CH selection and aggregation of the sensed data

within a cluster, and also the long-haul aggregated data transmission to the base station

in an energy efficient way. The simulation result illustrates that the performance of the

proposed algorithm is better than other distributed clustering algorithms. By applying

the proposed algorithm, average residual energy of the network is not going down very

quickly, and thus increasing network lifetime.

2.2.2 CMISO Systems in Cluster-based Networks

Single-hop CMISO communication between the cluster and the sink or the relay cluster is

preferred, when all clusters are located close to the capillary gateway. And the capillary

gateway uses one single antenna to receive the MISO-modulated data from CHs and

Coops. Recent literature focused on the protocol design involving CMISO systems to

optimise energy efficiency or QoS provision [AK10] [YHC06].

2.2.2.1 Energy Efficiency in Cluster-based CMISO Systems

Some studies about CMISO aiming at energy efficiency have been conducted. In [AK10],

the authors proposed a cooperative LEACH protocol by introducing a cross layer approach

to obtain higher order diversity without sacrificing any spectral efficiency. In [HOKK12],

the authors investigated different data aggregation schemes in wireless networks with

CMISO communication.

In [BZL08], the authors proposed a cluster formation scheme based on LEACH using

CMISO system. The proposed scheme takes residual energy and the long-haul distance
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into consideration aiming at overall energy consumption minimisation as well as the

energy balance among the whole network. In particular, the optimum number of Coops is

determined by the distance between CH and the base station, as illustrated in Table 2-A.

Moreover, Coops are selected from the CMs with highest energy level within the cluster.

The energy balance is improved by varying cluster size based on the long-haul distance

and the preferred number of Coops. Simulation results have shown that the energy

imbalance problem can be greatly improved by varying the cluster size.

Table 2-A: Optimum Number of Coops in Terms of Long-haul Distance
Distance between CH and BS (m) Optimal number of Coops

0-60 1

60-80 2

80-140 3

140-200 4

In [LLW+13], the authors conducted a systematic analysis on the energy consumption

of CMISO communication in a randomly distributed scenario. Based on the performance

analysis, a closed form expression of overall PER is obtained and an optimisation prob-

lem is formulated to minimise the overall energy consumption subject to the device active

rate. Meanwhile, the authors also considered the effect of the various system constraints

on the optimisation. Devices which can correctly decode the local-broadcasting packet

are selected as Coops. Besides, a node sleep strategy is proposed to achieve the tradeoff

between the overall energy consumption and the number of active devices. The simula-

tion results have shown that the total energy consumption can be optimised by adjusting

intra-cluster broadcasting energy consumption under different overall PER requirements.

Besides, it is proved that the proposed protocol has significant energy savings compared

to non-cooperative long-haul transmissions.

2.2.2.2 QoS Optimisation in Cluster-based CMISO Systems

In [YHC06], authors proposed a cross-layer design to jointly improve the energy efficiency,

reliability, and end-to-end (ETE) QoS provision in cluster-based wireless networks. In the
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proposed protocol, the original LEACH protocol is extended by incorporating the CMISO

communication. The ETE latency and throughput of the protocol is modelled in terms of

the bit error rate (BER) performance in the long-haul transmission. Besides, a non-linear

constrained optimisation model is developed to seek the optimum BER performance for

each link to meet the QoS requirements with a minimum energy consumption. The

PSO algorithm is employed to solve the programming problem. Simulation results have

shown the effectiveness of the proposed protocol to achieve the goals of minimizing energy

consumption and ETE QoS provisioning.

In [WCZW12], authors used a cooperative communication scheme to achieve the

optimal solution of a random tradeoff between the outage performance and the network

lifetime in a cluster-based wireless networks. The outage performance is evaluated as

the QoS provision by a system design parameter and the outage probability threshold.

Particularly, the research problem is formulated as a multi-variable optimisation problem,

and is transformed into the concatenation of two sub-problems:

a) Long-haul transmit power per device, which is solved by using convex optimisation

theory combined with the Lambert W function.

b) Set of Coops, which is solved by using a coalition formation game framework in the

context of the results in the former sub-problem.

Extensive simulation results have shown that the proposed algorithm can achieve the

tradeoff between outage performance and network lifetime by choosing the appropriate

value of the system parameter.

2.2.3 CMIMO Systems in Cluster-based Networks

In large-scale capillary networks, the source CH and its SCoops at the transmission side

send the MIMO-modulated data to the capillary gateway or the relay cluster. And there

are usually more than one receiver antennas at the reception side. Recent literature
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focus on the protocol design involving CMIMO systems to optimise energy efficiency or

QoS provision.

2.2.3.1 Energy Efficiency in Cluster-based CMIMO Systems

In [PLC12], the authors proposed a novel fair cooperative communication scheme which

encourages devices to participate in cooperative communication by giving the extra

reward. First, the source header node finds its potential source member nodes by broad-

casting the cluster-formation message. After the potential source member nodes receive

message from source header node, SCoops are selected from the source member nodes

within the same cluster if two conditions are satisfied:

a) The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal is larger than a predefined SNR

threshold level which is a minimum required level to decode the local-broadcasting

message.

b) Potential RCoops at the reception side must be within the transmission range of

SCoops at the transmission side.

Then the proposed scheme finds the optimum radii of transmission and reception cluster

to minimise the energy consumption under the given outage requirement. It has been

shown that the proposed scheme consumes much less energy than unfair cooperative

scheme and non-cooperative scheme.

In [APW08], the authors proposed a solution for non-uniform energy consumption

in the cluster-based multi-hop wireless networks through adaptive selection of CMIMO

schemes. The objective function is as follows,

1

Ntotal

× Ebt ≈ C (2.2)

where Ntotal is the number of clusters in the network, Ebt is the energy consumption

per bit and C is a constant used to maintain the non-uniform energy consumption. The
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number of SCoops and RCoops are determined by the given cooperative transmission

energy per bit. The authors also showed that CMIMO system is able to reduce the

energy consumption per bit by increasing the number of SCoops and RCoops for a given

BER performance. It is proved that the multi-hop CMIMO system in relay clusters

can reduce energy consumption as compared to the non-cooperative system, and the

adaptive selection of cooperative transmission provides uniform energy consumption in

all the clusters.

2.2.3.2 QoS Optimisation in Cluster-based CMIMO Systems

In [DCSI07], authors proposed a cluster-based wireless network using CMIMO systems

which is optimally designed for minimum ETE outage probability by giving a per link

energy constraint. The authors assumed that the energy consumption in the cluster-to-

cluster hop is limited to Et, and the research problem is expressed as

Et = ϑp1 + (1− ϑ)p2 (2.3)

where p1 is the power consumption in the local broadcasting phase, p2 is the power

consumption in the long-haul transmission phase, ϑ is the optimum fraction of time

dedicated to the local broadcast channel and to the long-haul transmission channel.

The transmission performance is further optimised from a judicious choice of p1, p2

and ϑ. Meanwhile, the authors proposed a simplified sub-optimum time allocation with

a negligible performance loss to obtain closed form expressions. Moreover, the per-hop

minimum outage probability is obtained by searching for the optimum number of SCoops

and RCoops. In the proposed CMIMO scheme, the spatial diversity converges to the

product of the total number of antennas available for cooperation at both transmission

and reception clusters. Simulation results have shown that the proposed scheme achieves

spatial diversity equal to the equivalent MIMO system and significantly reduces energy

consumption with respect to the non-cooperative system.
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2.3 Methodology

This section introduces the node selection algorithms, and the relevant methodologies

used to solve the node selection algorithms in this thesis.

2.3.1 Node Selection Algorithms

Node selection problem in wireless networks has been widely studied in many research

areas including base station selection for mobile nodes [SB12], relays selection in routing

protocols [AY05], camera sensors selection for target localization [LZM10], CHs selec-

tion in wireless sensor networks [TT10], cooperative devices selection in CMIMO sys-

tem [HOKK12] and so on.

Evolutionary algorithms have been applied in node selection problems to meet cer-

tain requirement [DDCM02]. Due to its broad applicability, evolutionary algorithms

have natural advantages in solving the node selection problems [Fog97]. Generally, evo-

lutionary algorithms require a data structure to represent solutions, a performance index

to evaluate solutions, and variation operators to generate new solutions from old solu-

tions [LES08]. The search space of possible solutions can be disjoint and can encompass

infeasible regions, and the performance index can be time varying [Lee05]. The human

designer can choose a representation that follows their intuition. In this sense, the pro-

cedure is representation independent, in contrast with other numerical techniques which

might be applicable for only continuous values or other constrained sets. Representation

should allow for variation operators that maintain a behavioural link between parent

and offspring. Small changes in the structure of a parent should lead to small changes

in the resulting offspring, and likewise large changes should engender gross alterations.

Figure 2.5 shows an example of data structure to represent solutions. In this example,

the binary string is used to represent one population, and each binary bit represents an

individual of the potential candidate. In Figure 2.5, the first individual represents Node
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1 0 01 1 0 0

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5 Node 6 Node 7

An individual in population i

Population i

Figure 2.5: Population representation in evolutionary algorithms

1, and so on. Moreover, the value of the first individual that equals to 1 indicates Node

1 is selected, and the value of the second individual that equals to 0 indicates Node 2

is not selected. In this way, the optimum set of nodes can be selected by updating the

value of individual in the following procedure [Bác96]:

a) Generate the initial population of individuals randomly (first generation).

b) Evaluate the fitness of each individual in that population.

c) Repeat on this generation until termination (time limit, sufficient fitness achieved,

etc.):

i. Select the best-fit individuals for reproduction (parents).

ii. Breed new individuals through crossover and mutation operations to give birth

to offspring.

iii. Evaluate the individual fitness of new individuals.

iv. Replace least-fit population with new individuals.

A general flowchart of evolutionary algorithms is summarised in Figure 2.6 .

2.3.2 Quantum Particle Swarm Optimisation

QPSO is one of the evolutionary algorithms which introduces quantum coding mechanism

into PSO [GCD11]. PSO models after the social behaviour of a flock of birds, which was

proposed by Kennedy and Eberhert in 1995 [KE95]. It searches for the optima by
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Figure 2.6: Flowchart of general evolutionary algorithm

updating generations. Besides, PSO and QPSO introduced the term “particle”, and

each particle represents a solution to find the best particle with respect to a given fitness

function.

Two QPSO algorithms have been proposed recently: qubit-based QPSO by [GCD11]

and Ψ-based QPSO [SFX04]. Although both QPSO algorithms apply quantum coding

mechanism, the procedures to encode and update the particles are different. Particularly,

Ψ-based QPSO uses quantum delta potential well model to encode particles, while qubit-

based QPSO uses quantum theory to encode each particle by quantum bit (qubit).

Besides, Ψ-based QPSO adopts mean optimum position and local attractor to update
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particles, while qubit-based QPSO adopts local optimum position and global optimum

position to update particles. In this subsection, the qubit-based QPSO is described

in detail and the performance of both QPSO algorithms are compared by benchmark

functions.

2.3.2.1 Qubit-based Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization

There are three main parameters to update the particles in qubit-based QPSO, including

quantum velocity, position and rotation angle. Quantum velocity indicates the moving

speed of a particle in the search space and is represented by a string of qubits. Quantum

position represents the location of the particle in the search space. Quantum rotation

angle indicates the direction of a particle’s movement. In addition, individual optimum

and global optimum are another two parameters affecting the moving direction of parti-

cles. Individual optimum is a particle’s individual best known position and fitness value

in the search space, and the global optimum is the entire swarm’s best known position

and fitness value.

The updating process of quantum rotation angle, velocity, position , individual opti-

mum and global optimum are shown in Figure 2.7.

A. Quantum Velocity

Qubit-based QPSO encodes each particle by a qubit for probabilistic representation [GCD11].

A qubit has a state, either ′0′ or ′1′, and is defined as a pair of composite numbers (α, β),

where |α|2 + |β|2 = 1 and α > 0, β > 0. |α|2 gives the probability that the quantum bit

is found in ′0′ state and |β|2 gives the probability that the quantum bit is found in ′1′

state. The quantum velocity of particle m at generation t is defined as

vt
m =







αt
m1

βt
m1

αt
m2

βt
m2

· · ·

· · ·

αt
mR

βt
mR






(2.4)
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Figure 2.7: Qubit-based QPSO updating process

wherem ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle], Nparticle is the number of particles and R is the dimension

of the research problem, i.e. the number of candidates to be selected. Since βmn =
√

1− α2
mn, (2.4) can be simplified as

vt
m = [ αt

m1 αt
m2 · · · αt

mR
] (2.5)

The updated velocity of the quantum particle m at t+ 1 generation is

vt+1
mn =















√

1− (vtmn)
2, if θt+1

mn = 0 and δ < c1
∣

∣

∣

∣

vtmn cos θ
t+1
mn −

√

1− (vtmn)
2 sin θt+1

mn

∣

∣

∣

∣

, otherwise
(2.6)
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where θt+1
mn is the rotation angle in generation t + 1 and can be obtained by (2.12), δ

is a uniform random number between 0 and 1, and c1 is a constant which refers to the

mutation probability, c1 ∈ [0, 1/R].

B. Quantum Position

The quantum particle position can be expressed as,

xtmn =











1 if δmn > (vtmn)
2

0 if δmn ≤ (vtmn)
2

(2.7)

where δmn ∈ [0, 1] is a uniform random number between 0 and 1. The position of a

particle represents a possible solution to a specific research problem, as indicated in

Figure 2.5.

C. Individual Optimum and Global Optimum

In a single objective optimisation problem, the research objective can be either minimi-

sation or maximisation.

In a minimisation problem, denote the fitness value of particle m at generation t to

be f t
m, the local individual optimum fitness value fpbestmin

m is defined as the minimum

fitness value of particle m from the first generation to the current generation t, and the

corresponding local individual optimum position x
pbestmin
m is defined as follows

fpbestmin
m = min{f1

m, f2
m, · · · , f t

m}

tmin = argmin{f1
m, f2

m, · · · , f t
m}

xpbestmin
m = xtmin

m

(2.8)

where tmin is the generation number for which attains the minimum fitness value.

The global optimum fitness value, denoted by f gbestmin , is defined as the minimum

local individual optimum fitness value of all particles, and the corresponding global
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optimum position xgbestmin is defined as below

f gbestmin = min{fpbestmin

1 , · · · , fpbestmin
m , · · · , fpbestmin

Nparticle
}

mmin = argmin{fpbestmin

1 , · · · , fpbestmin
m , · · · , fpbestmin

Nparticle
}

xgbestmin = xpbestmin
mmin

(2.9)

where mmin is the particle index for which attains the minimum fitness value of local

individuals.

In a maximisation problem, the local individual optimum fitness value fpbestmax
m is

defined as the maximum fitness value of particle m from the first generation to the

current generation t, and the corresponding local individual optimum position x
pbestmax
m

is defined as follows

fpbestmax
m = max{f1

m, f2
m, · · · , f t

m}

tmax = argmax{f1
m, f2

m, · · · , f t
m}

xpbestmax
m = xtmax

m

(2.10)

where tmax is the generation number for which attains the maximum fitness value.

The global optimum fitness value, denoted by f gbestmax , is defined as the maximum

local individual optimum fitness value of all particles, and the corresponding global

optimum position xgbestmax is defined as below

f t
gbestmax

= max{fpbest
1 , · · · , fpbest

m , · · · , fpbest
Nparticle

}

mmax = argmax{fpbestmax

1 , · · · , fpbestmax
m , · · · , fpbestmax

Nparticle
}

xgbestmax = xpbestmax
mmax

(2.11)

where mmax is the particle index for which attains the maximum fitness value of local

individuals.
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D. Quantum Rotation Angle

At generation t+ 1, the quantum rotation angle θt+1
mn is updated by

θt+1
mn = k1(x

pbest
mn − xtmn) + k2(x

gbest − xtmn) (2.12)

where k1 and k2 are two positive learning factors of cognitive and social acceleration,

respectively. The cognitive acceleration factor k1 represents the attraction that a particle

has toward its individual success and the social acceleration factor k2 represents the

attraction that a particle has toward the success of its neighbours.

2.3.2.2 Ψ-based Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization

According to [SFX04], wave function (Ψ(·)) based QPSO is comprised of three parts:

mean optimum position at generation t (mpt), local attractor at generation t (ltm) and

evolutionary equation at generation t + 1 (xt+1
m ). Denote the local individual optimum

position to be pt
m and the global optimum position to be pt

g at generation t. Assume

the number of particles is Nparticle, mptn is determined by the states of the ptmn where

m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle], n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,R] whereR is the dimension of research problem,

mptn =















1, if
R
∑

m=1
ptmn > R

2 or

(

R
∑

m=1
ptmn = R

2 and δ < 0.5

)

0, if
R
∑

m=1
ptmn < R

2 or

(

R
∑

m=1
ptmn = R

2 and δ ≥ 0.5

) (2.13)

where δ is a uniform random number in the range 0 and 1.

The local attractor ltm is generated from pt
m and pt

g by single-point crossover or

multipoint crossover technique. Figure 2.8 shows an example of single-point crossover

process. The process is as follows:

a) Randomly selected the crossover point in the range of 1 and R.

b) Generate two offspring ltm(1) and ltm(2) from pt
m and pt

g at the selected crossover
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point.

c) Randomly select one offspring from ltm(1) and ltm(2) as ltm.

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

Single-point crossover

Pm

lm(1) 

Pg

lm(2) 

Figure 2.8: Single-point crossover to get local attractor

The evolutionary equation is given by

dH
[

xt+1
mn , l

t
mn

]

= ̟dH
[

xtmn,mpt
]

ln
1

δ
(2.14)

where dH [y1, y2] is the hamming distance between two binary string y1 and y2, ̟ is

contraction expansion coefficient, and δ is a random variable between 0 and 1. (2.14) can

be regarded as the procedure of inverting the value of every bit in ltm with an inverse

probability Pinv, where

Pt+1
inv =











̟dH
[

xtmn,mpt
]

ln 1
δ
, if ̟dH

[

xtmn,mpt
]

ln 1
δ
< 1

1, otherwise

(2.15)

Assume all bits in the same decision variable have the same inverse probability, then

the position of m-th particle at generation t+ 1 can be obtained according to (2.14),

xt+1
mn =











ltmn, if δ > Pt+1
inv

Rev−1(ltmn), if δ ≤ Pt+1
inv

(2.16)

where δ is a random number between 0 and 1 and Rev−1(·) is the inverse equation of
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binary string.

2.3.2.3 Other Reference Evolutionary Algorithms

PSO [LTS07] and QGA [GSDL14] are selected as the reference algorithms in this thesis.

In particular, PSO is selected as a reference algorithm to verify that quantum coding

is a better way to encode particles compared with the axis coding of PSO, because

QPSO introduces quantum coding into PSO. QGA applies quantum coding and quantum

rotation gate to update the population. QGA is adopted as a reference algorithm to

demonstrate that the particle updating process of QPSO is more effective.

A. Particle swarm optimisation

Similar to qubit-based QPSO, the particle velocity and position are two main parameters

in PSO. The updated velocity of particle m at the t+ 1 generation is,

vt+1
m = ω × vtm + c1δ1 × (xpbestmn − xtmn) + c2δ2 × (xgbest − xtmn) (2.17)

where ω is the inertia weight, c1 and c2 are two learning factors, δ1 and δ2 are random

numbers between 0 and 1, xpbestmn is the local individual optimum of particle m, xgbest

is the global optimum of all particles, and xtmn is the particle position for particle m

at generation t. The local individual optimum xpbestmn and the global optimum xgbest are

defined as the same as qubit-based QPSO.

The updated position of particle m at generation t+ 1 is,

xt+1
mn = xtmn + vt+1

mn (2.18)

After updating the particles, the position of particles are mapped with the closet (x, y)

coordinate in a specific research problem [SBY+12].
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B. Quantum genetic algorithm

The quantum genetic algorithm applies quantum gates to update the position of particles.

The quantum rotation gate Gt
mn of particle m at generation t is chosen as quantum logic

gate and is expressed as

G
t
mn =







cosθtmn −sinθtmn

sinθtmn cosθtmn






(2.19)

where θtmn is a pre-determined parameter which represents the rotation angle of the

quantum rotation gate for particle m at generation t.

The updated position of chromosome m at generation t+ 1 is,

xt+1
mn = G

t
mn × xtmn (2.20)

The position of a chromosome represents a possible solution to a specific research prob-

lem, as indicated in Figure 2.5.

2.3.2.4 Performance Evaluation of Evolutionary Algorithms

The performance of qubit-based QPSO algorithm is evaluated by the Rastrigin func-

tion and the Griewank function, which have been employed as benchmark functions for

global optimisation algorithms. In this subsection, the Rastrigin function is employed

to evaluate the convergence rate, while the Griewank function is used to measure the

convergence value.

The Rastrigin function [Dic06] is defined as follows

F1(x) =
n
∑

i=1

(x2i − 10 cos(2πxi) + 10) (2.21)

where x = {x1, · · · , xi, · · · xn} and −5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12. According to [GGP+15], the Ras-

trigin function is a typical example of non-linear multi-modal function, and its minimum

value is 0 and all the local minima are regularly distributed.
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The Griewank function [Dic06] is defined as follows

F2(x) =
1

4000

(

n
∑

i=1

(xi − 100)2

)

−
(

n
∏

i=1

cos

(

xi − 100√
i

)

)

+ 1 (2.22)

where x = {x1, · · · , xi, · · · xn} and −600 ≤ xi ≤ 600. The global minimum value of

Griewank function is 0 and the global minimum is located in the origin. The Griewank

function also has a huge number of local minima with regular distribution, which indi-

cates that an optimisation algorithm can easily be trapped in a local optimum on its way

toward the global optimum. The Griewank function is similar to the Rastrigin function,

but the number of local optimum of Griewank function is larger.

Matlab is used as the simulation tool. The simulation process is comprised of 50

simulation iterations for both proposed and references algorithms. In the following sim-

ulation, binary strings are used to encode the input x of the benchmark functions. For

simplification, set the size of x to be 2. Denote the two input variables to be x1 and

x2 with the length of 15 bits each. Following steps are executed through Matlab (2.21)

and (2.22) through the two 15-bit binary numbers:

a) Convert the 15 bits binary numbers to decimal numbers according to the number

base conversion method [CADM91]. Denote the converted decimal number to be χi,

where i = 1, 2.

b) Convert the decimal number into the pre-defined range, i.e. [−5.12, 5.12] for (2.21)

and [−600, 600] for (2.22). Denote the pre-defined range to be [Rmin, Rmax], the

decimal number in the pre-defined range can be obtained by xi = Rmin+
Rmax−Rmin

215−1
·

χi, where i = 1, 2.

c) Obtain the Rastrigin function value and Griewank function value by substituting the

set of input variables x into (2.21) and (2.22), respectivly, where x = {x1, x2}.

In addition, the qubit-based QPSO is compared with another three evolutionary

algorithms: Ψ-based QPSO [SFX04], PSO [LTS07] and QGA [GSDL14]. For qubit-
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based QPSO, Ψ-based QPSO, PSO and QGA algorithms, the population size Nparticle

is set to be 20, the dimension of particle R is set to be 30 for two 15 bits input variables.

In terms of PSO, the two acceleration coefficients are 2 and velocity limitation is 4. As

for QGA, the rotation angle of quantum gates decreases linearly from 0.1π at the first

generation to 0.005π at the last generation.

Figure 2.9 evaluates the convergence rate of the four evolutionary algorithms. It

can be seen that both qubit-based QPSO and Ψ-based QPSO can achieve the same

convergence value after 400 generations, while PSO and QGA both get trapped in one

of the local optima, due to their less effective generation updating process.
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Figure 2.9: Number of generations versus fitness value of Rastrigin function

Figure 2.10 shows the convergence value of the four evolutionary algorithms. The

qubit-based QPSO outperforms other algorithms by fast convergence rate and more

accurate convergence value. Considering the fact that the Griewank function has more

number of local optima compared with the Rastrigin function, the result suggests that

the qubit-based QPSO has better capacity in getting out of local optimum.

The computational complexity of evolutionary algorithms depends on the size of pop-
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Figure 2.10: Number of generations versus fitness value of Griewank function

ulationNparticle and the dimension of research problem (R) [Sud08], that is, O(RNparticle)

for PSO, QGA, qubit-based QPSO and Ψ-based QPSO.

Although PSO, QGA, qubit-based QPSO and Ψ-based QPSO are of the same compu-

tational complexity, the qubit-based QPSO is proved to be more competitive with other

three algorithms by employing better evolutionary equations and simpler updating equa-

tions. It can be seen from Figure 2.9 that qubit-based QPSO outperforms PSO, QGA

and Ψ-based QPSO in terms of convergence rate. Furthermore, although Ψ-based QPSO

and qubit-based QPSO both applies quantum computing and swarm intelligence, Fig-

ure 2.10 proved that qubit-based QPSO outperforms PSO, QGA and Ψ-based QPSO in

terms of more accurate convergence value. Therefore, the qubit-based QPSO is adopted

as the algorithm to solve the CHs and cooperative nodes selection algorithms in the

following chapters. Also, the term “QPSO” is used to represent “qubit-based QPSO”

for simplification in the following chapters.
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2.3.3 Multi-objective Optimisation

2.3.3.1 Definition of Multi-objective Optimisation

A general multi-objective optimisation problem consists of a number of objectives and is

associated with a number of inequality and equality constraints [DK01]. Mathematically,

the problem can be written as follows

Minimise/Maximise fi(x) i = 1, 2, · · · , N

Subject to gj(x) ≤ 0 j = 1, 2, · · · ,J

hk(x) = 0 k = 1, 2, · · · ,K

(2.23)

The parameter x uses a p dimensional vector having p design or decision variables.

Solutions to a multi-objective optimisation problem are mathematically expressed in

terms of non-dominated or superior points, known as Pareto-optimal solutions.

As referred to [CEC05], a vector x = [x1, x2, · · · , xp]T is said to dominate y =

[y1, y2, · · · , yp]T in a maximisation problem, denoted by x ≻ y, if ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} :

xi ≥ yi and ∃i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} : xi > yi. That is, no value in y is more than x and at

least one value of x is strictly greater than y.

Similarly, a solution x
∗ is said to dominate x in a multi-objective maximisation

problem, if ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} : fi(x∗) ≥ fi(x) and ∃i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} : fi(x∗) > fi(x).

That is, a solution x
∗ is Pareto optimal if there exists no feasible solution x which would

increase some criteria without causing a simultaneous decrease in at least other criterion.

It also applies for the multi-objective minimisation research problem.

Classical optimisation methods suggest converting the multi-objective optimisation

problem to a single-objective optimisation problem by emphasizing one particular Pareto-

optimal solution at a time [BS13]. However, one Pareto-optimal solution cannot be said

to be better than the other. This demands a user to find as many Pareto-optimal solu-

tions as possible. The non-dominated sorting Genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) [DPAM02]
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is proposed to be an effective algorithm to find these Pareto optimal solutions.

2.3.3.2 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II

NSGA-II applies a fast non-dominated sorting procedure to sort a population into dif-

ferent non-domination levels, a fast crowded distance estimation procedure to get an

estimate of the density of solutions surrounding a particular solution in the population,

and a crowded-comparison operator to guide the selection process toward a uniformly

spread-out Pareto-optimal front.

A. Fast Non-dominated Sorting

In NSGA-II, each solution has two entities:

• np, the domination count which is defined as the number of solutions which domi-

nate individual p.

• Sp, which is the set containing all the individuals that are being dominated by p.

In fast non-dominated sorting, all solutions in the first non-dominated front will have

their domination count as zero. For each solution p with np = 0, visit each member (q)

of its set Sp and reduce its domination count by one. In doing so, if for any member q

the domination count becomes zero, put it in a separate list Q. These members belong

to the second non-dominated front. Now, the above procedure is continued with each

member of Q and the third front is identified. This process continues until all fronts

are identified. The execution process of fast non-dominated sorting is summarised in

Algorithm 1.

B. Fast Crowded Distance Estimation

Crowded distance is proposed to maintain the diversity among population members.
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Algorithm 1: non-dominated sorting

Input: A set of solutions P
1 for each p ∈ P do

2 Sp = ∅
3 np = 0
4 for each q ∈ P do

5 if p ≺ q then

/* if p dominates q */

6 Sp = Sp ∪ {q}
7 else if q ≺ p then

8 np = np + 1
9 end

10 end

11 end

12 if np = 0 then

/* p belongs to the first front F1 */

13 prank = 1
14 F1 = F1 ∪ {p}
15 end

16 end

/* Initialise the front counter */

17 i = 1
18 while Fi 6= ∅ do

/* Q is used to store members of the next front */

19 Q = ∅
20 for each p ∈ Fi do

21 for each q ∈ Sp do

22 nq = nq − 1
/* q belongs to the next front */

23 if nq = 0 then

24 qrank = i+ 1
25 Q = Q∪ {q}
26 end

27 end

28 end

29 i = i+ 1
30 Fi = Q
31 end

32 return the set of all fronts F

The crowded distance is the average distance of two points along each of the objec-

tives. The crowded distance computation requires sorting the population according to

each objective value in ascending order of magnitude for every front. Therefore, for
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each objective function, the boundary solutions, i.e. solutions with smallest and largest

function values, are assigned an infinite distance value. All other intermediate solutions

are assigned a distance value equal to the absolute normalized difference in the function

values of two adjacent solutions. The calculation is continued with other objective func-

tions. The overall crowded distance value is calculated as the sum of individual distance

values corresponding to each objective. The process of fast crowded distance estimation

is summarised in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Crowded distance assignment

Input: Front L
/* Set l to be the number of solutions in front L */

1 for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l} do
2 Ldistance(i) = 0
3 end

/* Set Nobj to be the number of objectives */

4 for m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Nobj} do
/* Sort L in descending order */

5 Lsort = sort(L,m)
/* Set the distance of boundary points to be infinity so that

they are always selected */

6 Ldistancesort (1) = Ldistancesort (l) =∞
7 for i ∈ {2, · · · , l − 1} do
8 Ldistancesort (i) = Ldistancesort (i) +

Ldistance
sort (i+1).m−Ldistance

sort (i−1).m
fmax
m −fmin

m

9 end

10 end

11 return the crowded distance Ldistancesort of all solutions in front L

C. Crowded-comparison Operator

The crowded-comparison operator, denoted by ≺n, guides the selection process at the

various stages of the algorithm toward a uniformly spread-out Pareto-optimal front.

Assume that every individual i in the population has two attributes:

• Non-domination rank, denoted by irank.

• Crowded distance, denoted by idistance.
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The crowded-comparison operator is defined as below

i ≺n j, if (irank < jrank) or [(irank = jrank) and (idistance > jdistance) ] (2.24)

That is, between two solutions with differing non-domination ranks, the solution with

the lower (better) rank is preferred. Otherwise, if both solutions belong to the same front,

then the solution that is located in a less crowded region is preferred.

D. Main Loop of NSGA-II

In NSGA-II algorithm, first, a combined population Zt = Pt ∪ Qt is formed, where Pt
is the parent population and Qt is the offspring population. Assume the population size

of Pt is Npop, then combined population Zt is of size 2Npop. Then, the population Zt is

sorted according to non-domination. Since all parent and offspring population members

are included in Zt, elitism is ensured. Solutions belonging to the best non-dominated

set F1 are of best solutions in the combined population and must be emphasized more

than any other solution in the combined population. If the size of F1 is smaller than

Npop, all members of the set F1 are selected for the new population Pt+1. The remaining

members of the population Pt+1 are chosen from subsequent non-dominated fronts in

the order of their ranking. Thus, solutions from the set F2 are chosen next, followed by

solutions from the set F3, and so on. This procedure is continued until no more sets

can be accommodated. Say that the set Fl is the last non-dominated set beyond which

no other set can be accommodated. In general, the count of solutions in all sets from

F1 to Fl would be larger than the population size. To choose exactly Npop population

members, solutions of the last front Fl is sorted using the crowded-comparison operator

≺n in descending order and choose the best solutions needed to fill all population slots.

The main loop of NSGA-II is summarised in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: Main Loop of NSGA-II

Input: Patent population Pt and and offspring population Qt

1 Zt = Pt ∪Qt

2 Get the non-dominated fronts F by executing Algorithm 1 and taking Zt as input
3 Set Pt+1 = ∅ and i = 1
/* Loop ends when the parent population is filled */

4 while |Pt+1|+ |Fi| ≤ Npop do

5 Get Fdistance
i by executing Algorithm 2 and taking Fdistance

i as input

6 Pt+1 = Pt+1 ∪ Fdistance
i

7 i = i+ 1

8 end

/* Sort in descending order using ≺n */

9 Sort(Fi,≺n)

/* Choose the first (Npop − Pt+1) elements of Fdistance
i */

10 Pt+1 = Pt+1 ∪ Fdistance
i [1 : (Npop − Pt+1)]

11 Get Qt+1 by executing evolutionary algorithms, e.g. genetic algorithm and taking
Pt+1 as input

12 return Offspring population Qt+1

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, Section 2.1 provided an overview of the architecture of capillary net-

works in IoT networks. Clustering protocol and cooperative communications were also

introduced to improve the network performance of capillary networks in this section.

Also, the existing research outcomes on clustering and cooperative communications were

surveyed and categorised according to different performance metrics in Section 2.2. In

clustering and cooperative communications, how to select the CHs and cooperative coali-

tions in the long-haul transmission are important node selection problems. Thereby, an

overview of node selection algorithms was given special attention in Section 2.3. To solve

the node selection problem, QPSO algorithm was adopted as the methodology and was

described in detail. Moreover, Section 2.3 also presented NSGA-II as the tool to address

the multi-objective optimisation problem in this thesis.
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CHs Selection for the Capillary

Networks

This chapter focuses on the CHs selection in cluster-based capillary networks. The

system model for cluster-based capillary networks is presented, followed by the energy

consumption model. The cluster-based energy efficiency problem is formulated into the

CHs selection aiming at network lifetime maximisation. Following this, the clustering

scheme and proposed CHs selection algorithm using QPSO algorithm are presented. The

simulation platform, numerical simulation results and conclusions are given at last.

3.1 System Model

In this chapter, the system model considers the capillary networks for IoT platform with

Ntotal power-constrained wireless devices. All wireless devices are classified into CHs and

non-CH devices (i.e. CMs in this chapter), as shown in Figure 3.1. Denote the number

of CHs in the network to be NCH and the number of CMs belongs to CH i to be ni, thus

Ntotal = NCH +
∑NCH

i=1 ni.

40
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Figure 3.1: System model for clustering in capillary networks

All devices are randomly distributed over the capillary networks with following assump-

tions:

• Ntotal wireless devices perform data collection task periodically and always have

data to send to the capillary gateway. The data collected by every device is of the

same size that is denoted by Ldata and the data type is delay-insensitive.

• Ntotal wireless devices are homogeneous and energy constrained.

• Ntotal wireless devices are capable of adjusting their transmit powers dynamically

to reach the intended recipients with the minimum required energy consumption.

• Ntotal wireless devices are aware of their geographical locations and residual ener-

gies.

• Ntotal wireless devices are equipped with short-range local area wireless radio, e.g.

IEEE 802.15.4.

• Ntotal wireless devices are capable to perform as either CH or CM.
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• Ntotal devices are capable of operating in data collection and aggregation mode.

• Uniform data aggregation is adopted as the aggregation scheme, where the amount

of data after aggregation in every cluster is fixed as a constant [HOKK12].

• M -ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (MQAM) is adopted as the modulation

scheme. MQAM is a modulation scheme where data bits select one of M combi-

nations of amplitude and phase shifts that are applied to the carrier wave [Das10].

• The intra-cluster communications within the cluster is modelled by the Additive

White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel with squared power path loss.

• The long-haul transmission between CHs and the capillary gateway is modelled by

the frequency-nonselective and slow Rayleigh fading.

• The energy consumption of signalling communications are omitted, compared to

the energy consumption on large amount of data packets.

• A static capillary gateway is equipped with two radio interfaces: the local area

capillary radio to communicate with the capillary networks and the cellular radio

to communicate with the IoT platform through the base station. The energy

consumption on capillary gateway is omitted.

Set-up Steady state Frame

Round

... 

Time

... Time slots allocation 

in Cluster 1

... Time slots allocation 

in Cluster i

... 

... 

Time Slot

Figure 3.2: Transmission structure in cluster-based capillary networks

Similar to the communication protocol in LEACH [HCB00], the operation is broken
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up into rounds. As shown in Figure 3.2, the transmission is operated in two phases of

one round:

• Set-up phase. During the set-up phase, the gateway executes the clustering algo-

rithm and informs every device with its role.

• Steady state phase. The steady state phase consists of several time frames. Each

time frame operates the time division multiple access (TDMA) scheduling. In one

time frame, every CM is allocated with a time slot to collect and transmit data

to its CH. Also, every CH is allocated with a time slot to aggregate all data from

its CMs and transmit the aggregated data to the capillary gateway. During one

frame, every cluster performs intra-cluster data transmission simultaneously based

on its own TDMA scheduling.

Denote the duration of one time frame to be t∆ and the time frame number of the

steady state phase in one round to be Nframe. In general, compared with the duration

of the steady state phase, the duration of set-up phase is much shorter, which can be

omitted, therefore the time duration of one round is Tround = t∆ ×Nframe.

3.2 Energy Consumption Model

In this thesis, the power consumption model is as specified in [CGB04]. The total power

consumption along the single path can be divided into two main components: power

consumption of power amplifiers PPA and power consumption of all other circuit blocks

Pc.

The power consumption of power amplifiers is linearly dependant on the transmit

power Pt. Then the power consumption per link is expressed as

P=PPA+Pc = (1 + ϕamp)Pt + Pc (3.1)
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where ϕamp = ξ/η − 1 with η being the drain efficiency of the radio frequency power

amplifier, and ξ being the peak-to-average ratio (PAR), which is dependent on the mod-

ulation scheme and the associated constellation size. In MQAM coded communication,

ξ = 3(M − 2
√
M + 1)/(M − 1).

Denote the number of transmitters and receivers to be Nt and Nr respectively, the

circuit power consumption Pc is given by

Pc ≈ Nt(PDAC +Pmix+Pfilt)+2Psyn +Nr(PLNA+Pmix+PIFA+Pfilr +PADC) (3.2)

where PDAC , Pmix, Pfilt, Psyn, PLNA, PIFA, Pfilr and PADC are the power consumption

values of the D/A converter, the mixer, the active filters at the transmitter side, the

frequency synthesizer, the low noise amplifier, the intermediate frequency amplifier, the

active filters at the receiver side and the A/D converter at the receiver side, respectively.

Pc is composed of the transmitter circuit blocks power consumption, denoted by Pct, and

the receiver circuit blocks power consumption, denoted by Pcr.

In the MQAM coded connection, the transmit power Pt in (3.1) is expressed accord-

ing to the link budget relationship as follows

Pt =
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· Rb ·

Ēb

N0
· dκ (3.3)

where d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, κ is the channel path

loss exponent, Gt and Gr are the transmitter and receiver antenna gains, respectively, Ml

is the link margin which indicates the difference between the receiver sensitivity and the

actual received power, Nr is the single-sided power spectral density of the receiver noise,

λ is the carrier wavelength, Ēb/N0 is the normalized average energy per bit required for

a given BER specification to the noise spectral density (also known as SNR per bit), Rb

is the bit rate for MQAM and Rb = Bband · log2M with Bband to be the modulation

bandwidth.
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The average Ēb/N0 of the intra-cluster communication with a square constellation

MQAM in AWGN channel [DZ04] is given by

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

.
=

M − 1

3 log2M
·
[

Q−1

(

P̄ intra
BER log2 M

4(1 − 1/
√
M)

)]2

(3.4)

where Q(x) =
∫∞

x
1
2πe

−u2

2 du and P̄ intra
BER is the average BER of intra-cluster communica-

tion.

The average Ēb/N0 of the inter-cluster communication with a square constellation

MQAM in Rayleigh fading channel [ZD07] is given by

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

.
=

2(M − 1)

3 log2 M
·
[(

(1− 1/
√
M)

P̄ inter
BER log2 M

)

− 1

]

(3.5)

where P̄ inter
BER is the average BER of inter-cluster communication.

The energy consumption per bit of the source device consists of the energy consump-

tion on power amplifier block and the transmitter circuit block, which is expressed as

follows

Ebt = (1 + ϕamp)
Pt

Rb

+
Pct

Rb

(3.6)

On the other hand, when a destination device receives data from a source device, the

receiver circuit block dissipates energy. Therefore, the energy consumption per bit of

the destination device is

Ebr =
Pcr

Rb

(3.7)

3.3 Energy Efficiency Problem Formulation

In this section, the energy consumption of the intra-cluster communication, data aggre-

gation and inter-cluster communication in one round are formulated. Following this,

the individual device lifetime and network lifetime are derived. The research problem of
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network lifetime maximisation in this chapter is given at last.

3.3.1 Energy Consumption in Intra-cluster Communication

Intra-cluster communication operates in data collection phase within the clusters. In

every time frame, each CM transmits data to its CH in its allocated time slots. Denote

the current round to be r. In cluster i, the overall energy consumption includes the

transmission energy consumption of nr
i CMs to send the collected data to CH i and

the overall reception energy consumption of CH i to receive data from nr
i CMs. Thus

the overall intra-cluster energy consumption for the i-th cluster in round r, denoted by

Er
intra(i), is expressed as

Er
intra(i) = Ldata





nr
i
∑

j=1

Er
bt(j) + nr

iE
r
br(i)





= Ldata





nr
i
∑

j=1

[

(1 + ϕamp) ·
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· d2j,i ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+
Pct

Rb

]

+
nr
iPcr

Rb





(3.8)

where dj,i is the distance between CM j and CH i and nr
i is the number of CMs in the

i-th cluster during round r.

3.3.2 Energy Consumption of Data Aggregation

After receiving all data packets from its CMs, CH i performs data aggregation to process

its own data and CMs’ data into a single packet. Denote the aggregation factor to be

γagg. Then the packet size after data aggregation of CH i in round r is as follows

Lr
agg(i) =

nr
i + 1

(nr
i + 1)γagg − γagg + 1

Ldata (3.9)

The energy dissipation of data aggregation depends on the complexity of data aggre-
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gation algorithm which is denoted by O(n). In uniform data aggregation, the energy

dissipation is formulated as

Eda = C0 + C1l (3.10)

where C0 and C1 are coefficients depending on the software and CPU parameters, and l

is the number of bits required to be aggregated. Then the energy consumption per bit

for data aggregation is given by

Ebf =
C0 + C1l

l
=

C0

l
+C1 (3.11)

Note that C0/l can be omitted with a large l. Hence, the energy consumption per bit of

algorithm complexity with O(n) is approximately constant. In terms of the experiment

results described in [WHC99], Ebf is set to be 5 nJ/bit/signal for simulation experiments.

In this chapter, the data aggregation energy consumption of CH i in round r is

Er
agg(i) = Lr

agg(i)Ebf (3.12)

3.3.3 Energy Consumption in Inter-cluster Communication

Inter-cluster communication operates in the long-haul transmission between the CHs and

the capillary gateway. After data collection and aggregation, CHs transmit the aggre-

gated data to the capillary gateway. Therefore, the inter-cluster energy consumption of

CH i in round r is the transmission energy consumption to send the aggregated data

with size Lr
agg(i) to the capillary gateway, which is expressed as

Er
inter(i) = Lr

agg(i)E
r
bt(i)

= Lr
agg(i)

[

(1 + ϕamp) ·
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· dκi,g

i,g ·
Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

+
Pct

Rb

]

(3.13)

where di, g is the distance between CH i and the capillary gateway, and κi,g is the path

loss exponent of the long-haul transmission and is in the range between 2 and 3.
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3.3.4 Network Lifetime Formulation

The overall network energy consumption in round r includes the intra-cluster energy con-

sumption, data aggregation energy consumption and inter-cluster energy consumption

in NCH clusters, and can be derived from (3.8) to (3.13) as follows

Er
net =

NCH
∑

i=1

(

Er
intra(i) + Er

agg(i) + Er
inter(i)

)

(3.14)

In terms of individual energy consumption, CM j transmits data to its CH i, dissi-

pating the transmission energy consumption. Therefore, the energy consumption of CM

j in round r denoted by Er
CM (j) is expressed as

Er
CM (j) = (1 + ϕamp) ·

(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· d2j,i ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+
Pct

Rb

(3.15)

Furthermore, CH i receives data from its CMs dissipating the reception energy con-

sumption, aggregates all data within cluster i dissipating the data aggregation energy

consumption, and transmits the aggregated data to the capillary gateway dissipating the

transmission energy consumption. Therefore, the energy consumption of CH i in round

r, denoted by Er
CH(i), is given by

Er
CH(i) =

Pcr

Rb

+ Lr
aggĒagg +

[

(1 + ϕamp) ·
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· dκ2

i,g ·
Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

+
Pct

Rb

]

(3.16)

The lifetime of a device is derived by taking the residual energy devices into consid-

eration. Denote the residual energy of device n to be Er
re(n). Then the lifetime of CM

j in round r, denoted by T r
CM (j), is given by

T r
CM (j) =

Er
re(j)

Er
CM (j)

(3.17)
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Similarly, the lifetime of CH i in round r, denoted by T r
CH(i), is given by

T r
CH(i) =

Er
re(i)

Er
CH(i)

(3.18)

In this chapter, the network lifetime is defined as the average lifetime of devices in

the capillary network. Denote the network lifetime in round r to be T r
net. The network

lifetime is expressed as

T r
net =

NCH
∑

i=1
T r
CH(i) +

NCH
∑

i=1

ni
∑

j=1
T r
CM (j)

Ntotal

(3.19)

The research problem in this chapter is to find the optimum set of CHs at round

r with the objective to maximise T r
net. Denote the optimum set of CHs to be CH =

{CHr
1, · · · , CHr

NCH
}. The research problem is expressed as

maximise
CH

T r
net (3.20)

3.4 QPSO-based CHs Selection Algorithm

The clustering protocol is described in Algorithm 4. The whole transmission consists of

lots of rounds, and each round consists of one set-up phase and one steady-state phase,

as shown in Figure 3.2.

Particularly, the set-up phase is comprised of initialisation, CHs selection and clus-

ter formation and the steady-sate phase is comprised of several time frames for data

transmission.

Firstly, every device reports its individual information (i.e. location and residual

energy) to the capillary gateway at the beginning of the set-up phase. Secondly, capillary

gateway selects the CH candidates beforehand to ensure the selected CHs are of sufficient
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Algorithm 4: Clustering scheme in capillary networks for IoT platform

Input: r = 0
1 while ∃n.Er

re(n) > 0 do

2 Set-up phase initialisation. Every device reports its location and residual
energy to the gateway.

3 CHs selection. The capillary gateway selects Ncand CH candidates, executes
Algorithm 5 to select CHs, and also assign every non-CH device to its closest
CH.

4 Cluster formation. The gateway broadcasts a message to notify each device
about its role.

5 for each i ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nframe] do
6 Steady-state phase data transmission. The network performs intra-cluster

and inter-cluster data transmission in frame i.

7 end

8 r← r + 1

9 end

10 return set r as the final number of rounds when all devices run out of energy.

energy. Denote the percentage of CH candidates to be Pcand, then the number of CH

candidates is Ncand = Pcand ×Ntotal. Only first Ncand devices with the highest residual

energy level in the scenario are eligible to be CHs for this round. If different devices

are of the same energy level, the long-haul distance is taken as another criteria to select

the CH candidates, i.e. devices close to the gateway is more likely to be selected as

CH candidates. The optimum set of CHs is selected from the CH candidates. Then

the capillary gateway executes Algorithm 5 to select the optimum set of CHs by QPSO

algorithm. In order to form clusters, the capillary gateway assigns every non-CH device

to its closest CH. Thirdly, in order to notify each device about its role, the gateway

broadcasts a message which contains all CHs’ ID for every device: if the CH’s ID of the

device matches with its own ID, the device is a CH; otherwise, the device is a CM and it

determines its time slot in TDMA scheduling for data transmission. Finally, the network

performs cluster-based data transmission process in the steady-state phase. The whole

communication terminates when all devices run out of energy.

In this chapter, the quantum position of a particle is composed of CH candidates,

as shown in Figure 3.3. Therefore, the dimension of particles is the number of CH
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candidates Ncand. The value of quantum position indicates whether the device n in

particle m is a CH in generation t: xtmn = 1 represents that the candidate n in particle

m is a CH at generation t; otherwise, the candidate n in particle m is a CM at generation

t. Every particle in this chapter represents a possible set of CHs.
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X
t

11 X
t
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Figure 3.3: Particle position representation for CH candidates

The QPSO-based CHs selection algorithm aiming at maximising the network lifetime

is described in Algorithm 5. Denote the maximum generation to be Tmax. In this

chapter, the dimension of particles is the size of CH candidates. The input of this

algorithm is the set of CH candidates. Firstly, the position, velocity, local optimum

and global optimum of all particles are initialised, as described from line 1 to line 10.

Secondly, the swarm updating process is performed from line 11 to line 29. In particular,

line 13 to line 17 describes the updating process of particle m, including the regeneration

of rotation angle by (2.12), velocity by (2.6) and position by (2.7). Then the fitness value

(i.e. network lifetime) of particle m is updated by mapping the particle position at the

current generation to the selected CHs from the CH candidates in line 18. Furthermore,

line 19 to line 22 updates the individual optimum fitness values and position at the

current generation by comparing the updated fitness value with the previous individual

optimum fitness value. Then the temporary global optimum at current generation is

updated by (2.11) in line 24, which is further compared with global optimum fitness

value at previous generation. From line 25 to line 27, the final global optimum at the

current generation is updated. Finally, the optimum set of CHs is returned as the output
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in line 30.

Algorithm 5: QPSO-based CHs selection scheme

Input: Set of CH candidates
1 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
2 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ncand] do
3 Set the quantum position x1mn by 0 or 1 randomly

4 Set the quantum velocity v1mn to be 1/
√
2

5 end

6 Update the network lifetime f1
m by (3.19)

/* The local optimum is the initialised particles at the first

generation */

7 Set the local optimum fitness value fpbestmax
m to be f1

m

8 Set the local optimum position x
pbestmax
m to be x1

m

9 end

/* Update the global optimum */

10 Update f gbestmax and xgbestmax by (2.11)
11 for each t ∈ [1, 2, · · · , Tmax] do
12 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
13 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ncand] do
14 Update the quantum rotation angle θt+1

mn by (2.12)
15 Update the quantum velocity vt+1

mn by (2.6)
16 Update the quantum position xt+1

mn by (2.7)

17 end

18 Update the network lifetime f t+1
m by (3.19)

/* Find the updated local optimum */

19 if f t+1
m > fpbestmax

m then

20 Set fpbestmax
m = f t+1

m

21 Set xpbestmax
m = xt+1

m

22 end

23 end

24 Update the temporary global optimum fitness value ggbestmax by (2.11)
/* Update the final global optimum at generation t+ 1 */

25 if ggbestmax > f gbestmax then

26 Set f gbestmax = ggbestmax

27 Update xgbestmax according to ggbestmax

28 end

29 end

30 return xgbestmax as the optimum set of CHs
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3.5 Simulation and Conclusions

This section presents the simulation scenario, system parameters setting, simulation plat-

form design and the simulation results. PSO [LTS07] and QGA [GSDL14] are simulated

as the references in this chapter.

3.5.1 Scenario Design and System Parameters

Assume 200 devices powered by AAA Carbon-zinc battery (1.1V , 320mAh) [Bat11] are

randomly distributed within a square with 500m side length. The gateway is located

at position (250m, 750m) in the scenario. The position of all devices and the capillary

gateway is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Scenario diagram for cluster-based capillary networks

In terms of battery energy conversion, the following battery capacity model in [Rap14]

is used to convert the energy consumption in Joule E(J) to the energy consumption in
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Watt-hours E(Wh),

E(J) = Q(mAh)× V (v) × 3600

E(Wh) = Q(mAh)× V (v)

E(Wh) =
E(J)

3600

(3.21)

whereQ(mAh) is the electric charge in milliamp-hours and voltage V (v) in volts. By (3.21),

the initial battery capacity of all devices is 1268J in energy and 0.35Wh in Watt-hours

in the scenario.

Table 3-A: System Parameters for Cluster-based Capillary Networks
Parameter Value Meaning

k1 0.06 [CZZL13] learning factors of cognitive acceleration in QPSO

k2 0.03 [CZZL13] learning factors of social acceleration in QPSO

Ml 40dB [CGB04] link margin

Nf 10dB [CGB04] receiver noise figure

Nr −161dBm/Hz [CGB04] single-sided spectral density of the receiver noise

GTGR 5dBi [CGB04] transmitter and receiver antenna gain

λ 0.12m [CGB04] carrier wavelength

Bband 10kHz [CGB04] channel bandwidth

P̄ intra
BER 10−5 [LLW+13] intra-cluster BER requirement

P̄ inter
BER 10−5 [LLW+13] inter-cluster BER requirement

ϕamp 0.47 [CGB04] a constant in power amplification

Ldata 100bits [HOKK12] individual packet size

M 16 [ZD07] QAM constellation size

Rb 10kbps [CGB04] transmission bit rate

PLNA 20mW [CGB04] power consumption of low noise amplifier

PDAC 15.5mW [CGB04] power consumption of D/A converter

Pmix 30.3mW [CGB04] power consumption of the mixer

Pfilt 2.5mW [CGB04] power consumption of the active transmitter filters

Pfilr 2.5mW [CGB04] power consumption of the active receiver filters

PIFA 3mW [CGB04] power consumption of the frequency amplifier

PADC 9.8mW [CGB04] power consumption of A/D converter

γagg 0.5 [HOKK12] data aggregation factor

Nframe 24 [MQ10] number of time frames in one round

Pcand 0.2 [HCB02] the percentage of CH candidates in the scenario

t∆ 30min [MQ10] duration of one time frame

Eagg 5nJ/bit [WHC99] energy consumption per bit in data aggregation

The system parameters used in this chapter are given in Table 3-A.
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3.5.2 Simulation Platform

Matlab is used as the simulation tool. The simulation process is comprised of 50 sim-

ulation iterations for both proposed and references algorithms. The simulation process

of the proposed clustering algorithm in Section 3.4 consists of a number of logic blocks

and simulation loops, as shown in Figure 3.5.

3.5.2.1 Scenario Initialisation Module

This module initialises the individual information of 200 devices and the capillary gate-

way. Particularly, the position of capillary gateway and all devices are initialised as

shown in Figure 3.4. The battery capacity of every device is set to be 1268J . This

module also initialises the long-haul path loss between devices and the capillary gateway

to be a random value between 2 and 3. The function flow of this module is shown in

Figure 3.6.

3.5.2.2 CH Candidates Selection Module

This module selects the CH candidates according to the residual energy and long-haul

distance. In specific, only first Ncand devices with the highest residual energy level in the

scenario are eligible to be CHs for this round. If different devices are of the same residual

energy, the long-haul distance is considered as another criteria to select CH candidates,

i.e. devices close to the gateway is more likely to be selected as CH candidates.

3.5.2.3 QPSO-based CHs Selection Process

This module performs QPSO algorithm to select the CHs from the set of CH candidates.

It includes particle initialisation, particle updating, generation iteration process and the

output of optimum CHs set after a predetermined maximum number of generations.
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Figure 3.5: Flowchart of the proposed clustering algorithm (Algorithm 4)
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Figure 3.6: Flowchart of scenario initialisation in cluster-based capillary net-
works

A. Particle Initialisation Module

This sub-module initialises the position and velocity of all particles first. The position of

all particles are mapped to a particular set of CHs, and the fitness values can be further

obtained. In this chapter, the fitness value refers to the network lifetime in (3.19).

Finally, the individual optimum and global optimum are updated.

Start

Particles position and velocity 

creation

Particles fitness value calculation

End

Individual optimum and global 

optimum creation

Figure 3.7: Flowchart of algorithm initialisation in Algorithm 4
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B. Particle Updating Module

This sub-module generates a new swarm by updating the rotation angle, velocity and

position of all particles, as shown in Figure 2.7.

3.5.2.4 Cluster Formation Module

This module produces the clusters in the capillary network based on the optimum set of

CHs. The distance between a non-CH device and all selected CHs are calculated, and

then it is assigned to its closest CH to form clusters. By this way, all non-CH devices

join a particular CH to form clusters.

3.5.2.5 Steady-state Phase Module

This module calculates the energy consumption of every device in steady-state phase and

also the residual energy of every device after the current round. If the residual energy of

a device is 0, this device is regarded to run out of its energy and will be removed from

the scenario.

3.5.3 Simulation Results

Table 3-B: Optimum generation number and function evaluation in terms of
the particle number

Particle number Nparticle Optimum generation number Topt Function evaluation FE

6 803 4818

8 601 4808

10 486 4860

12 391 4692

14 286 4004

16 253 4048

18 242 4356

20 225 4550

22 216 4752

First, one of the main difficulties of applying an evolutionary algorithm to a given
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problem is to decide an appropriate set of parameter values, such as the particle number

and generation number [LLM07]. Denote the optimum generation number to be Topt,

which shows the number of generations required to first produce the final optimum global

fitness value. In addition, as referred to [CMBR14], the function evaluations denoted

by FE is defined as FE = Topt × Nparticle, which indicates the algorithm complexity

with respect to different number of particles. Table 3-B shows the optimum generation

number and function evaluation for different number of particles to converge to the

same final optimum global fitness value. The simulation iteration is set to be 50 times.

Figure 3.8 shows the trend of optimum generation and function evaluation in Table 3-B.

In Figure 3.8, the optimum generation number decreases dramatically with the increase

of particle number from 6 to 14 particles. This is because more particles mean better

opportunity to find the optimum fitness value within a limited generations. However,

as the particle number increases from 14 to 22, the optimum generation number varies

within a small range. Therefore, the performance of QPSO is not sensitive to the number

of particles when there are more than 14 particles. Focusing on the function evaluations,

it can be seen that the minimum FE is achieved at the point where the particle number

is 14 and the optimum generation number is 286. In this chapter, the particle number

is set to be 14 and the generation number is set to be 300 to decrease the algorithm

complexity as well as ensure the performance of QPSO.

Next, Figure 3.9 illustrates the convergence of QPSO. The overall residual energy

increases with the number of generations, because the objective of this chapter is to find

the maximum network lifetime. It can be seen that the final overall residual energy can

be achieved after a certain number of generations for different number of particles, which

indicates the convergence of QPSO algorithm.

Figure 3.10 shows the overall residual battery capacity of all devices with respect to

the number of hours. The overall residual battery capacity of all algorithms decrease sig-

nificantly after 2000 hours. This can be explained by the fact that the number of disabled

devices increases after 2000 hours. Nevertheless, the advantage of QPSO emerges after
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Figure 3.8: Optimum generation number and function evaluation in terms of
the particle number
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Figure 3.9: Convergence of QPSO

about 4000 hours when more and more devices run out of their energy. It is observed

that all devices dissipate their total battery capacity after about 5400 hours using the

PSO-based and QGA-based CH selection, but QPSO is able to prolong network lifetime

by about 10% compared with PSO and QGA, because the proposed QPSO algorithm can
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select a better set of CHs that can help more evenly distribute the energy consumption

among the capillary networks in each round. This figure also indicates that the resid-

ual battery capacity of devices at last round are not enough to support the long-haul

transmission, which is the reason why the overall battery capacity is not 0 for all three

algorithms at the last round.
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Figure 3.10: Overall residual battery capacity in terms of the number of hours
for cluster-based capillary networks

Figure 3.11 shows the number of alive nodes with respect to the number of hours.

It is shown that the first device runs out of energy after about 2000 hours for QPSO,

PSO and QGA algorithms, followed by an increasing number of disabled devices from

2000 hours to 4000 hours. This is due to that fact that devices closer to the gateway is

more likely to be selected as CHs, which results in these devices running out of energy

quicker than other devices during the first 2000 hours, thereby more energy dissipation

in the long-haul transmission after the unavailability of these devices after 2000 hours.

In addition, as for PSO and QGA algorithms, all devices dissipate the battery capacity

after about 5500 hours, however, the clustering scheme using the proposed QPSO-based

CH selection can prolong the network lifetime by another 500 hours compared with PSO

and QGA.
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Figure 3.11: Number of alive nodes in terms of the Number of hours for cluster-
based capillary networks

Finally, Figure 3.12 depicts the number of selected CHs by QPSO, PSO and QGA

algorithms in terms of the number of hours. It is shown that the number of selected CH

varies with the number of hours. For example, the number of selected CHs by QPSO,

PSO and QGA algorithms at the beginning of the transmission are between 9 to 13,

which is lower than the number of selected CHs between 17 to 28 at about 100 hours.

This is explained by the proposed even energy distribution CHs selection strategy which

takes the residual energy of devices into consideration. Specifically, all devices are of

equal energy level at the beginning, devices closer to the capillary gateway are selected

as CHs. However, after a few rounds, devices closer to the capillary gateway dissipate

more energy than other devices, and thus devices that are relatively far away from the

capillary gateway will be selected as CHs, thereby more CHs in this case are required to

support farther long-haul distance. Additionally, due to the same reason that there are

less alive devices after about 2000 hours in Figure 3.11, the number of CHs decreases

dramatically from 2000 hours to 3000 hours. Furthermore, it can be seen that after 3000

hours, the number of selected CHs remains to be in the small range and is less than 5,

since there is no enough CH candidates and less alive devices in the scenario. In addition,
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although the QPSO outperforms other algorithms in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, the

number of CHs selected by the proposed QPSO algorithm is not the maximum at most

time. It can be concluded that higher number of CHs is not necessary.
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Figure 3.12: Number of selected CHs in terms of uumber of hours for cluster-
based capillary networks

3.5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, cluster structure design using QPSO is investigated with the aim of

network lifetime longevity in cluster-based capillary networks. It is shown that the CHs

selection plays an important role in data forwarding. The QPSO algorithm is proposed

in order to select the optimum CHs coalition. Simulation results show that the proposed

QPSO scheme outperforms PSO and QGA algorithms in terms of network lifetime by

approximately 10%.
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, Section 3.1 specified the system model for cluster-based capillary net-

works and Section 3.2 provided the energy consumption model used in this thesis. The

overall energy consumption in the network and individual energy consumption for every

device were formulated to evaluate the network lifetime in Section 3.3. In order to

maximise the network lifetime in every round, Section 3.4 developed an optimum CHs

selection algorithm. The proposed algorithm employed QPSO to select the optimum

set of CHs in the set-up phase of every round, thereby forming clusters to transmit

data packet in steady-state phase. Section 3.5 presented the simulation platform design,

simulation results and conclusions. The simulation results demonstrated that the pro-

posed QPSO-based algorithm is able to choose the optimum set of CHs and can prolong

network lifetime.



Chapter 4

CH and Cooperative Devices

Selection for Single-Hop Networks

The CHs can be selected after the cluster formation phase in order to balance the

energy consumption among the devices located at different areas in the networks [CL15] [RD16].

The cooperative communication can release the burden of CHs by employing coopera-

tive devices in the long-haul transmission [AK10]. This chapter proposes a new CH and

cooperative devices selection algorithm in post cluster formation phase for the single-

hop cluster-based capillary networks. The proposed CH and and cooperative devices

selection algorithm chooses the optimum set of CH and cooperative devices with the

objectives of energy efficiency, QoS provision, and the tradeoff between energy efficiency

and QoS provision.

4.1 System Model

In this chapter, the system model considers a cluster in capillary networks for IoT plat-

form with Ntotal devices: one CH, NCM CMs and NCoop Coops, as shown in Figure 4.1,

where Ntotal = 1 + NCM + NCoop. The same assumptions in Section 3.1 are also made

65
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Figure 4.1: System model for CMISO system in cluster-based capillary net-
works

for this system model.

Furthermore, the communication in this chapter focuses on one time frame, which

consists of the following three phases:

• Data collection (DC) phase: CH collects and aggregates data from all CMs and

Coops.

• Local broadcasting (LB) phase: CH broadcasts the aggregated data to all Coops.

• Long-haul cooperative transmission (LH) phase: CH and Coops jointly encode

and transmit the aggregated data to the capillary gateway based on orthogonal

space-time block codes (STBC). STBC is a cooperative technique investigated

in [LW03] such that the CH and cooperative devices share their antennas to create

a virtual array through distributed transmission and signal processing. Then the

data information is further forwarded to the IoT platform through the capillary

gateway and the base station.

The transmission using CMISO systems consists of the local broadcasting phase and

long-haul cooperative transmission phase. Furthermore, the communication in the data

collection phase and the local broadcasting phase are performed within the cluster, i.e.
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intra-cluster transmission, while the long-haul cooperative transmission phase performs

inter-cluster communication.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the time slots of the above three phases in TDMA scheduling.

Firstly, every non-CH device (i.e. CM or Coop) is allocated with a time slot to transmit

the individual data to the CH in the data collection phase; secondly, CH uses one time

slot to broadcast the aggregated data to all Coops in the local broadcasting phase;

finally, CH together with all Coops are allocated with different time slots to transmit

the STBC-coded data to the capillary gateway.

Data collection 

... 

Time slot for device i

... 

Local broadcasting 

Long-haul CMISO

... 

One time frame

Time

Figure 4.2: Time slots of TDMA scheduling using CMISO systems

4.2 Energy Consumption Model

This chapter uses the energy model of power consumption and intra-cluster communica-

tion in Section 3.2. For the inter-cluster communication of long-haul transmission phase,

taking CMISO system into consideration, the average Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

with a square constellation

MQAM in Rayleigh fading channel [ZD07] is given by

Ēb
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(4.1)

where P̄ inter
BER is the average BER of inter-cluster communication.
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4.3 Energy Efficient CH and and Cooperative Devices Selec-

tion

This section investigates the cooperative devices selection using CMISO systems in one-

hop cluster-based capillary networks with the objective of energy efficiency. The energy

efficiency problem formulation is presented first, followed by the proposed CH and and

cooperative devices selection algorithm and simulation.

4.3.1 Energy Efficiency Problem Formulation

This subsection presents the battery model, the overall power consumption and active

time of every device, as well as the network lifetime derivation.

4.3.1.1 Battery Model

The battery model in [ZCSA10] is used in this thesis to estimate the device lifetime.

When a battery is discharge at current rate Ic in time period [ts, te], the available capacity

Cavl(Ic, Top, ts, te, ̺
2) is as follows

Cavl(Ic, Top, ts, te, ̺
2) = Cinit − IcF (Top, ts, te, ̺

2)

F (Top, ts, te, ̺
2) = (te − ts) + 2

∞
∑

k=1

e−̺2k2(Top−te) − e−̺2k2(Top−ts)

̺2k2

(4.2)

where Cinit is the initial battery capacity, ̺2 is a constant related to the diffusion rate

of the battery, which can be determined by data fitting [RV01], and Top is the total

operating time of battery.
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4.3.1.2 Power Consumption and Active Time

In this thesis, the active time of a wireless device is defined as the cumulative operation

time during the transmission. The part investigates the power consumption and active

time of CH, Coop and CM for data collection phase, local broadcasting phase and the

long-haul cooperative transmission phase.

A. Data collection phase

In the data collection phase, the CH acts as the receiver dissipating the reception power

consumption while all CMs and Coops transmit data to the CH, dissipating the transmis-

sion power consumption. As the assumption of squared power path loss in intra-cluster

communication, the power consumption per bit of CH, Coop(i) where i ∈ 1, · · · NCoop

and CM(j) where j ∈ 1, · · · NCM , are expressed as

PDC
CH = Pcr

PDC
Coop(i) =

(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· Rbd

2
i,CH ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+ Pct

PDC
CM (j) =

(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
·Rbd

2
j,CH ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+ Pct

(4.3)

where di,CH is the distance between Coop i and CH, and dj,CH is the distance between

CM j and CH. Correspondingly, the active time of devices in the data collection phase

are given by

TDC
CH = (NCM +NCoop)

Ldata

Rb

TDC
Coop(i) =

Ldata

Rb

TDC
CM (j) =

Ldata

Rb

(4.4)

After collecting data from all non-CH devices, the CH performs data aggregation tech-

nique. As for the CH, the time duration to aggregate the collected data is rather short

compared to other transmission phases [SL13], and thus the active time and power con-
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sumption for data aggregation is omitted in this section. The packet size after data

aggregation in [YCK06] is as follows

Lagg =
Ntotal

Ntotalγagg − γagg + 1
Ldata (4.5)

where γagg is the aggregation factor.

B. Local broadcasting phase

In the local broadcasting phase, CH acts as transmitter to broadcast the STBC-coded

data to Coops, dissipating the transmission power consumption, and all Coops receive

data information from the CH, dissipating the reception power consumption. Due to the

broadcast nature of the wireless channel, if the Coop with the maximum distance from

CH, denoted by dmax, can receive the broadcast data, the other Coops can simultaneously

receive these data. Then the power consumption per bit of CH, Coop(i) where i ∈

1, · · · NCoop and CM(j) where j ∈ 1, · · · NCM , are given by

PLB
CH =

(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
·Rbd

2
max ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+ Pct

PLB
Coop(i) = Pcr

PLB
CM (j) = 0.

(4.6)

Correspondingly, the active time of devices in the local broadcasting phase are as follows

TLB
CH =

Lagg

Rb

TLB
Coop(i) =

Lagg

Rb

TLB
CM (j) = 0

(4.7)

C. Long-haul cooperative transmission phase

In the long-haul transmission phase, CH and Coops jointly transmit the aggregated data

to the capillary gateway, dissipating the transmission power consumption. Thus, the
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power consumption per bit of CH, Coop(i) where i ∈ 1, · · · NCoop and CM(j) where

j ∈ 1, · · · NCM , are expressed as

PLH
CH =

(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
·Rbd

κg,CH

g,CH ·
Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

+ Pct

PLH
Coop(i) =

(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
·Rbd

κi,g

i,g ·
Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

+ Pct

PLH
CM (j) = 0

(4.8)

where dg,CH and di,g are the distance between CH/Coops i and capillary gateway, κg,CH

and κi,g are the path loss exponent between CH/Coops i and capillary gateway in the

range between 2 and 3.

Furthermore, all Coops together with the CH encode the transmission sequence based

on the aggregated data packet according to orthogonal STBC. Training symbols are

prepended, appended and embedded in data packets for the purpose of channel estima-

tion [Jay04]. Therefore, the packet size in the long-haul transmission is

Lc =
Fblock

Fblock − ρtrain(NCoop + 1)
Lagg (4.9)

where Fblock is the block size of STBC code and ρtrain(NCoop + 1) is the number of

training symbol. The effective system bit rate in the long-haul transmission [HH03] is

given by

Reff
b =

Fblock − ρtrain(NCoop + 1)

Fblock

Rb (4.10)

Then the active time of devices in the long-haul transmission phase are expressed as

follows

TLH
CH =

Lc

Reff
b

TLH
Coop(i) =

Lc

Reff
b

TLH
CM (j) = 0

(4.11)
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4.3.1.3 Network Lifetime Formulation

Taking the battery model into consideration, the average current required to power a

device during period [ts, te] is obtained by

Īc =
Ptotal

φV
(4.12)

where Ptotal is the overall power consumption of the device during period [ts, te], φ and

V denote the DC-DC converter output efficiency and voltage, respectively [ZCSA09].

The battery operating time can then be expressed as

Top =
Cavl(Ic, Top, ts, te, ̺

2)

Īc

=
CinitφV

Ptotal

− (te − ts)− 2

∞
∑

k=1

e−̺2k2(Top−te) − e−̺2k2(Top−ts)

̺2k2

(4.13)

where Ptotal can be obtained from (4.3), (4.6) and (4.8); similarly, te can be obtained

from (4.4), (4.7) and (4.11). Thus, denote the initialising time to be t0, the battery

operating time of CH, Coop(i) where i ∈ 1, · · · NCoop and CM(j) where j ∈ 1, · · · NCM ,

are expressed as

T op
CH =

Cinit(CH)φV

LdataP
DC
CH + LaggP

LB
CH + LcP

LH
CH

− (TDC
CH + TLB

CH + TLH
CH − t0)

− 2
∞
∑

k=1

e−̺2k2(T op
CH

−(TDC
CH

+TLB
CH

+TLH
CH

)) − e−̺2k2(T op
CH

−t0)

̺2k2

(4.14)

T op
Coop(i) =

Cinit(i)φV

LdataP
DC
Coop(i) + LaggPLB

Coop(i) + LcPLH
Coop(i)

− (TDC
Coop(i) + TLB

Coop(i) + TLH
Coop(i)− t0)

− 2

∞
∑

k=1

e−̺2k2(T op
Coop

(i)−(TDC
Coop(i)+TLB

Coop(i)+TLH
Coop(i)) − e−̺2k2(T op

Coop
(i)−t0)

̺2k2

(4.15)

T op
CM (j) =

Cinit(j)φV

LdataP
DC
CM (j)

−(TDC
CM (j)−t0)−2

∞
∑

k=1

e−̺2k2(T op
CM

(j)−TDC
CM

(j)) − e−̺2k2(T op
CM

(j)−t0)

̺2k2

(4.16)

In this thesis, the network lifetime is represented by the average battery operating
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time of all devices within the cluster, which can be expressed as T̄ op
avg =

∑Ntotal
k=1 T op(k)

Ntotal
. The

research problem is to find the optimum set of cooperative devices C = {CH,Coop1, · · ·

, CoopNCoop
}, with the objective to maximise the average battery operating time T̄ op

avg

under given BER threshold P̄ THR
BER . Therefore, the research problem in this section is

expressed as

maximise
C

T̄ op
avg =

∑Ntotal

k=1 T op(k)

Ntotal

s.t.



































0 ≤ NCoop ≤ Ntotal − 1

P̄ intra
BER ≤ P̄ THR

BER

P̄ inter
BER ≤ P̄ THR

BER

(4.17)

where NCoop = 0 indicates that only the CH participates in the long-haul transmission,

while NCoop = Ntotal−1 indicates that all devices in the cluster form the CMISO system

in the long-haul transmission.

4.3.2 Energy Efficiency CH and and Cooperative Devices Selection

Algorithm

The capillary gateway executes the CH and Coops selection algorithm using QPSO, after

receiving every device’s individual information (i.e. residual energy and location).

In this chapter, the quantum position of a particle is composed of the non-CH devices

in the cluster, as shown in Figure 4.3. The number of non-CH devices is Ntotal − 1, and

thus the dimension of particles is the number of CH candidates Ntotal − 1. The value

of quantum position indicates whether the device n in particle m is a Coop in the

cluster: xtmn = 1 represents that the candidate n in particle m is a Coop at generation

t; otherwise, the candidate n in particle m is a CM at generation t. Every particle in

this chapter represents a possible set of Coops.
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Figure 4.3: Particle position representation for cooperative devices candidates

The CH and Coops selection algorithm aiming at maximising the network lifetime is

described in Algorithm 6. Denote the maximum generation to be Tmax. Firstly, line 2

assumes every device in the cluster to be CH in turn by exhaustive search and literation

ends at line 34. Secondly, the position, velocity, local optimum and global optimum of

all particles are initialised, as refer to line 1 to line 12. Thirdly, the swarm updating

process is performed from line 13 to line 31. In particular, line 15 to line 19 describes

the updating process of a particle, including the regeneration of rotation angle by (2.12),

velocity by (2.6) and position by (2.7). Then the fitness value (i.e. network lifetime) of

particle is updated by mapping the updated particle position to the selected Coops, as

described in line 20. Furthermore, line 21 to line 24 updates the individual optimum in

the current generation by comparing the updated fitness value with the previous local

optimum fitness value. Then the temporary global optimum at current generation is

updated by (2.11) in line 26, which is further compared with global optimum fitness

value at previous generation to obtain the final global optimum fitness value at the

current generation from line 27 to line 30. Line 32 and line 33 set the maximum fitness

value and best set of Coops for the assumed CH. Moreover, Line 35 finds the maximum

fitness value from all the fitness values produced in line 32, while line 36 and 37 select

the optimum set of CH and Coops, which is returned as the output of this algorithm.

At last, the capillary gateway informs every device about its role (i.e. CH, CM or
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Coop) based on the output of Algorithm 6.

4.3.3 Simulation and Conclusions

This subsection describes the simulation scenario, system parameters, simulation plat-

form design, simulation results and conclusions. For the reference, PSO [LTS07] and

QGA [GSDL14] are simulated to select the optimum Coops set in this chapter.

4.3.3.1 Scenario Design and System Parameters

Assume 25 devices are randomly distributed located within a square with 100m side

length. All devices are powered by two AAA Li-FeS2 battery [WIK], which has 1.5-volt

nominal voltage and 1200mAh nominal capacity. The capillary gateway is located at

position (150m, 150m) if not otherwise specified in the following simulation. The position

of devices and capillary gateway are shown in Figure 4.4. All devices are labelled with

a number starting from 1 to 25 in the scenario.
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Figure 4.4: Scenario diagram for cluster-based capillary networks using the
CMISO system
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Algorithm 6: CH and cooperative devices selection algorithm to maximise the
network lifetime

1 for each i ∈ [1,Ntotal ] do
/* Exhaustive search to find the optimum CH */

2 Set CH = i.
3 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
4 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ntotal − 1] do
5 Set the quantum position x1mn by 0 or 1 randomly

6 Set the quantum velocity v1mn to be 1/
√
2

7 end

8 Update the network lifetime f1
m by (4.17)

/* The local optimum is the initialised particles at the first

generation */

9 Set the local optimum fitness value fpbestmax
m to be f1

m

10 Set the local optimum position x
pbestmax
m to be x1

m

11 end

/* Update the global optimum */

12 Update the global optimum fitness value f gbestmax and the global optimum

position xgbestmax by (2.11)
13 for each t ∈ [1, 2, · · · , Tmax] do
14 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
15 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ntotal − 1] do
16 Update the quantum rotation angle θt+1

mn by (2.12)
17 Update the quantum velocity vt+1

mn by (2.6)
18 Update the quantum position xt+1

mn by (2.7)

19 end

20 Update the network lifetime f t+1
m by (4.17)

/* Update local optimum */

21 if f t+1
m > fpbestmax

m then

22 Set the local optimum fitness value fpbestmax
m to be f t+1

m

23 Set the local optimum position x
pbestmax
m to be xt+1

m

24 end

25 end

26 Update the temporary global optimum fitness value ggbestmax by (2.11)
/* Find the final global optimum */

27 if ggbestmax > f gbestmax then

28 Set the final global optimum fitness f gbestmax to be ggbestmax

29 Update the global optimum position xgbestmax according to ggbestmax

30 end

31 end

/* Find the optimum set of Coops for CH i */

32 Set the final optimum network lifetime ffinal(i) to be f gbestmax

33 Set the final optimum set of Coops for CH i xfinal(i)to be xgbestmax

34 end

/* Find the best CH and its Coops by the results of exhaustive

search */

35 fmax = max{ffinal(1), · · · ffinal(i), · · · ffinal(Ntotal)}
36 Set the index to obtain fmax to be CHmax

37 Set the optimum set of Coops to be xfinal(CHmax)
38 return CHmax and xfinal(CHfinal) as the optimum set of CH and Coops
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Most system parameters used in the chapter are as list in Table 3-A and some par-

ticular system parameters are list in Table 4-A.

Table 4-A: System Parameters in Scenario Using CMISO system
Parameter Value Meaning

ts 0s [ZCSA10] the time when battery charge starts

Fblock 200 [Jay04] block size of STBC code

ρtrain 2 [Jay04] training symbol parameter

φ 0.95 [ZCSA10] the efficiency of the DC-DC

V 3volts [ZCSA10] output voltage of the DC-DC

4.3.3.2 Simulation Platform Design

The simulation process of the proposed CH and Coops selection algorithm aiming at

energy efficiency in Subsection 4.3.2 consists of several logic blocks and simulation loops,

as shown in Figure 4.5.

A. Scenario Initialisation module

In this module, the individual information of all devices and the capillary gateway are

initialised, as shown in Figure 3.6. In specific, the position of capillary gateway is set at

(150m, 150m). The battery capacity of all devices is set to be 2400mAh, the position of

each device is initialised as shown in Figure 4.4.

B. Exhaustive Search module

This module assumes every device to be CH in turn by exhaustive search technique

before and after the QPSO-based Coops selection module. It uses an iteration which

starts at the device with label 1 and ends at devices with label Ntotal (i.e. 25 in the

designed scenario).

C. QPSO-based Coops selection module

This module performs QPSO algorithm to select the best Coops for a particular CH.
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Figure 4.5: Flowchart of the proposed CH and Coops selection algorithm aim-
ing at energy efficiency( Algorithm 6)
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It includes particle initialisation and particle updating as described in Subsection 3.5.2,

generation iteration process and the output of global optimum fitness value and set of

Coops after a predetermined generations.

D. Optimum value identification module

This module finds the maximum fitness value (i.e. network lifetime) from all fitness

values produced by exhaustive search module and QPSO-based Coops selection module.

It also gets the optimum set of Coops and CH as the output based on the index which

leads to the maximum fitness value.

4.3.3.3 Simulation Results

Table 4-B: Particle number and generation number selection in terms of algo-
rithm time complexity

particle number optimal generation number function evaluation

4 332 1328

6 205 1230

8 151 1208

10 112 1120

12 101 1212

14 92 1288

16 88 1408

18 81 1458

20 76 1520

As described in Section 3.5.3, the particle number and generation number play impor-

tant roles in the performance of QPSO. Table 4-B shows the optimum number of gen-

erations and function evaluations for different number of particles to converge to the

same final optimum global fitness value. The simulation iteration is set to be 50 times.

Figure 4.6 shows the trend of optimum generation number of function evaluation in

Table 4-B. In Figure 4.6, the optimum generation number decreases dramatically from

4 to 10 particles. This is because more particles means better opportunity to find the

optimum fitness value within a limited generations. As the particle number increases
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from 10 to 20, the optimum generation number varies within a small range. Focusing on

the function evaluations, it can be seen that the minimum FE is achieved at the point

where the particle number is 10 and the optimum generation number is 112. In this

chapter, the particle number is set to be 10 and the generation number is set to be 120

(around 112) to decrease the algorithm complexity as well as ensure the performance of

QPSO.
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Figure 4.6: Particle number and generation number selection in terms of algo-
rithm time complexity

Next, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 take the location of capillary gateway into consid-

eration. Set P̄ THR
BER to be 10−5. The location of capillary gateway in Figure 4.7 and

Figure 4.8 are set to be the horizontal distance between the updated capillary gate-

way and the capillary gateway at (150m, 150m) in scenario initialisation. For example,

the location of capillary gateway is 50m indicates the capillary gateway is located at

(200m, 200m). It is observed that the proposed CH and cooperative devices selection

algorithm outperforms PSO and QGA in terms of network lifetime by approximately

8% in Figure 4.7. Moreover, the location of capillary gateway is closely related to the

long-haul distance, which indicates that the energy consumption in long-haul communi-

cation dominates the network lifetime. Figure 4.8 investigates the number of Coops with
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respect to the capillary gateway location. With the increment of long-haul distance for

all algorithms, more Coops are required to support the long-haul transmission. It is also

observed that although the proposed QPSO-based CH and Coops selection algorithm

outperforms PSO and QGA algorithms, the number of Coops selected by the proposed

algorithm is not the highest, which indicates that higher number of Coops is not nec-

essary. Furthermore, as for the proposed algorithm, the number of Coops remains the

same from 150m to 250m, because additional suitable Coops cannot be found.
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Figure 4.7: Network lifetime with respect to the capillary gateway location

Finally, Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 focus on the network lifetime and number of Coops

in terms of BER threshold P̄ THR
BER . In Figure 4.9, the network lifetime increases with the

BER threshold. This is because with the increment of BER threshold, more energy can

be saved in the long-haul transmission to guarantee the QoS provision. Additionally, due

to optimum Coops selected by the proposed QPSO algorithm, it outperforms QGA by

approximately 8% and PSO by approximately 12% in terms of network lifetime. However,

it can be seen that the number of Coops selected by the proposed QPSO algorithm is

also not highest in Figure 4.10, which indicates that the good performance of CMISO

system may not require the higher number of Coops. Besides, it is also observed that the
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Figure 4.8: Number of Coops with respect to the capillary gateway location

number of selected Coops decreases with the increment of BER threshold. Therefore, it

can be concluded that more Coops can be selected in long-haul transmission in order to

guarantee better QoS requirement.
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Figure 4.9: Network lifetime with respect to BER threshold
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Figure 4.10: Number of Coops with respect to BER threshold

4.3.3.4 Conclusions

In this section, the Coops selection for cluster-based capillary networks is investigated

using QPSO algorithm with the aim of maximising the network lifetime. It is shown that

the CH and Coops selection plays an important role to prolong the network lifetime. In

the proposed algorithm, QPSO algorithm is applied to determined optimum Coops for

pre-selected CH. Simulation results show that the proposed QPSO algorithm outperforms

PSO and QGA in terms of average network lifetime.

4.4 QoS-based CH and Cooperative Devices Selection

This section investigates the cooperative devices selection using CMISO systems in

cluster-based capillary networks with the objective of QoS provision optimisation. The

PER minimisation problem formulation is presented first, followed by the proposed CH

and cooperative devices selection algorithm and simulation.
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4.4.1 QoS-based Problem Formulation

In this subsection, the overall energy consumption of intra-cluster transmission, data

aggregation and inter-cluster transmission are formulated. The overall PER is derived

and the research problem to minimise the overall PER is presented.

4.4.1.1 Energy Consumption for Intra-cluster Transmission

In the data collection phase, the CH acts as the receiver dissipating the reception power

consumption, while both CMs and Coops transmit data to the CH, dissipating the

transmission power consumption. As the assumption of squared power path loss, the

energy consumption per bit for the data collection phase is expressed as

EDC
b =

Ntotal−1
∑

i=1

(1 + ϕamp)
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· d2i,CH ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+
(Ntotal − 1)Pct + Pcr

Rb

(4.18)

where di,CH is the distance between device i and CH. The first term is the energy

consumption for power amplifier of all non-CH devices, and the second term is the

energy consumption for circuit blocks of all devices.

In the local broadcasting phase, CH acts as the transmitter to broadcast the aggre-

gated data to Coops, dissipating the transmission power consumption, and all Coops

receive data information from the CH, dissipating the reception power consumption.

Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, if the Coop with the maximum dis-

tance, denoted by dmax, can receive the aggregated data from the CH, the other Coops

can simultaneously receive these data. Then the energy consumption per bit for the local

broadcasting phase is given by

ELB
b = (1 + ϕamp)

(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· d2max ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+
Pct +NCoopPcr

Rb

(4.19)

where the first term refers to the energy consumption for the power amplifier of CH,
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and the second term is the energy consumption for the circuit blocks for the CH and all

Coops.

4.4.1.2 Energy Consumption and Packet Size for Data Aggregation

In this section, the overall energy consumption for data aggregation is as follows

Eagg = NtotalLdataEbf (4.20)

where Ebf is the energy consumption per bit for uniform data aggregation.

The amount of data after aggregation is as follows

Lagg =
Ntotal

Ntotalγagg − γagg + 1
Ldata (4.21)

where γagg is the data aggregation factor.

4.4.1.3 Energy Consumption and Packet Size for Long-haul Transmission

In the long-haul cooperative transmission phase, CH and Coops jointly transmit the

STBC-coded data to the capillary gateway, dissipating the transmission power consump-

tion. Thus, the energy consumption per bit for the long-haul cooperative transmission

phase is expressed as

ELH
b =

NCoop+1
∑

i=1

(1 + ϕamp)
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· dκi,g

i,g ·
Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

+
(NCoop + 1)Pct

Rb

(4.22)

where di,g is the long-haul distance between the Coops/CH i and the capillary gateway,

κi,g is the path loss exponent of the long-haul transmission and is in the range between

2 and 3. The first term is the energy consumption for power amplifier of CH and Coops,

and the second term is the energy consumption for transmission circuit power blocks of

CH and Coops.
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Training overhead is introduced into CMISO scheme for channel estimation and the

number of required training symbols is proportional to the number of transmit antennas.

Therefore, the packet size of Coops and CH in the long-haul transmission is,

Lc =
Fblock

Fblock − ρtrain(NCoop + 1)
Lagg (4.23)

where Fblock is the block size of STBC code, ρtrain(NCoop + 1) is the number of training

symbols in each block.

4.4.1.4 Overall PER Formulation

The average BER of the intra-cluster communication with a square constellation (i.e. b =

M/2 is even and b is called the constellation size of MQAM) in AWGN channel [DZ04]

is given by

P̄ intra
BER

.
=

4(1− 1/
√
M)

log2 M
·Q





√

√

√

√

3 log2M

M − 1
· Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra



 (4.24)

where Q(x) =
∫∞

x
1
2πe

−u2

2 du.

The average BER of the inter-cluster communication with a square constellation

MQAM in Rayleigh fading channel [ZD07] is given by

P̄ inter
BER

.
=

4

log2 M
·
(

1− 1√
M

)

·
(

1− µ

2

)NCoop+1

·
NCoop
∑

l=0

(NCoop + l

l

)

·
(

1 + µ

2

)l

(4.25)

where

µ =

√

ι

1 + ι
(4.26a)

ι =
1

NCoop + 1
· 3 log2M
2(M − 1)

· Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

(4.26b)

In terms of BER in the transmission, the PER is derived as PPER = 1 − (1 −
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PBER)
Lpacket [KS05], where Lpacket is the number of bits in the packet. Moreover, the

overall packet size in the data collection phase is Ldata(Ntotal − 1), because (Ntotal − 1)

non-CH devices transmit packets of Ldata bits to the CH. In the local broadcasting phase,

NCoop Coops receive the aggregated data of size Lagg from the CH, therefore the overall

packet size of this phase is LaggNCoop. In the long-haul transmission phase, the CH and

NCoop Coops transmit the STBC-coded packet of size Lc to the capillary gateway, so

the overall packet size of this phase is Lc(NCoop + 1). Therefore, the PER of the data

collection phase, the local broadcasting phase and the long-haul transmission phase are

given by

P̄DC
PER = 1− (1− P̄ intra

BER )Ldata(Ntotal−1) (4.27a)

P̄LB
PER = 1− (1− P̄ intra

BER )LaggNCoop (4.27b)

P̄LH
PER = 1− (1− P̄ inter

BER )
Lc(NCoop+1) (4.27c)

As the result, the overall PER during the whole transmission is given by,

P̄ overall
PER = P̄DC

PER + (1− P̄DC
PER)P̄

LB
PER + (1− P̄DC

PER)(1− P̄LB
PER)P̄

LH
PER (4.28)

where the first term indicates that data error occurs in the transmission of the data

collection phase, which results in the error transmission of the following local broad-

casting phase and long-haul transmission phase; the second term means that the data

transmission is successful in the data collection phase while error occurs in the local

broadcasting phase, which results in the error transmission in the long-haul transmission

phase; the third term indicates that data transmission of both data collection and local

transmission phase are successful, however, error occurs in the long-haul transmission

phase.

The research problem is to find the optimum set of CH and cooperative devices
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C = {CH,Coop1, · · · , CoopNCoop
} in cluster-based capillary networks, with the objective

to minimise the overall packet error rate P̄ overall
PER . Assume the overall sum of energy

consumption for all devices in three phases is limited to Et, the research problem in this

section is expressed as

minimise
C

P̄ overall
PER

s.t.























































1 +NCM +NCoop = Ntotal

0 ≤ NCoop ≤ Ntotal − 1

LEDC
b + EAG + LaggE
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LH
b ≤ Et

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

= Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

(4.29)

4.4.2 QoS-based CH and Cooperative Devices Selection Algorithm

The capillary gateway executes the CH and Coops selection process based on QPSO

and exhaustive search, after receiving every device’s individual information (i.e. residual

energy and location).

The QPSO-based CH and Coops selection algorithm aiming at minimising the overall

PER is described in Algorithm 7. Denote the maximum generation to be Tmax. Firstly,

line 2 assumes every device in the cluster to be CH in turn by exhaustive search and

iteration ends at line 34. Secondly, the position, velocity, local optimum and global

optimum of all particles are initialised, as refer to line 1 to line 12. Thirdly, the swarm

updating process is performed from line 13 to line 31. In particular, line 15 to line

19 describes the updating process of a particle, including the regeneration of rotation

angle by (2.12), velocity by (2.6) and position by (2.7). Then the fitness value (i.e.

overall PER) of particle is updated by mapping the updated particle position to the

Coop candidates, as described in line 20. Furthermore, line 21 to line 24 updates the

individual optimum in the current generation by comparing the updated fitness value
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Algorithm 7: CH and cooperative devices selection algorithm to minimise the
overall PER

1 for each i ∈ [1,Ntotal ] do
/* Exhaustive search to find the optimum CH */

2 Set CH = i
3 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
4 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ntotal − 1] do
5 Set the quantum position x1mn by 0 or 1 randomly

6 Set the quantum velocity v1mn to be 1/
√
2

7 end

8 Update the overall PER f1
m by (4.29)

/* The local optimum is the initialised particles at the first

generation */

9 Set the local optimum fitness value fpbestmin
m to be f1

m

10 Set the local optimum position x
pbestmin
m to be x1

m

11 end

/* Update the global optimum */

12 Update the global optimum fitness value f gbestmin and the global optimum

position xgbestmin by (2.9)
13 for each t ∈ [1, 2, · · · , Tmax] do
14 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
15 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ntotal − 1] do
16 Update the quantum rotation angle θt+1

mn by (2.12)
17 Update the quantum velocity vt+1

mn by (2.6)
18 Update the quantum position xt+1

mn by (2.7)

19 end

20 Update the overall PER f t+1
m by (4.29)

/* Update local optimum */

21 if f t+1
m < fpbestmin

m then

22 Set the local optimum fitness value fpbestmin
m to be f t+1

m

23 Set the local optimum position x
pbestmin
m to be xt+1

m

24 end

25 end

26 Update the temporary global optimum fitness value ggbestmin by (2.9)
/* Find the final global optimum */

27 if ggbestmin < f gbestmin then

28 Set the final global optimum fitness value f gbestmin to be ggbestmin

29 Update the global optimum position xgbestmin according to ggbestmin

30 end

31 end

32 Set the final optimum overall PER ffinal(i) to be f gbestmin

33 Set the final optimum set of Coops for CH i xfinal(i)to be xgbestmin

34 end

35 fmin = min{ffinal(1), · · · ffinal(i), · · · ffinal(Ntotal)}
36 Set the index to obtain fmin to be CHmin

37 Set the optimum set of Coops to be xfinal(CHmin)
38 return CHmin and xfinal(CHmin) as the optimum set of CH and Coops
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with the previous local optimum fitness value. Then the temporary global optimum at

current generation is updated by (2.9) in line 26, which is further compared with global

optimum fitness value at previous generation to obtain the final global optimum fitness

value at the current generation from line 27 to line 30. Line 32 and line 33 set the

minimum fitness value and best set of Coops for the assumed CH. Moreover, Line 35

finds the minimum fitness value from all the fitness values produced in line 32, while line

36 and 37 select the optimum set of CH and Coops which are returned as the output of

this algorithm.

At last, the capillary gateway informs every device about its role (i.e. CH, CM or

Coop) based on the result of Algorithm 7.

4.4.3 Simulation and Conclusions

This subsection presents the simulation scenario, system parameters, simulation plat-

form, simulation results and conclusions.

4.4.3.1 Scenario Design and System Parameters

In this subsection, the scenario is the same as the one as described in Subsection 4.3.3.1.

The system parameters used in this section are also the same as shown in Table 3-A and

Table 4-A.

4.4.3.2 Simulation Platform Design

In this subsection, the simulation platform design is similar to Subsection 4.3.3.2. How-

ever, the particles in QPSO-based Coops selection module are updated to find the mini-

mum fitness value (i.e. overall PER) instead of the maximum fitness value (i.e. network

lifetime) in Algorithm 6.
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4.4.3.3 Simulation Results

Due to the same scenario setting, the particle number and generation number in this

simulation is also set to be 10 and 120, respectively.

First, Figure 4.11 illustrates the convergence of QPSO. The overall PER decreases

with the number of generations. It can be seen that the final overall PER can be achieved

after a certain number of generations for different number of particles, which indicates

the convergence of QPSO algorithm.
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Figure 4.11: Convergence of QPSO

A comparison of overall PER is made in Figure 4.12. It is shown that the overall

PER decreases with the increment of energy constraint. This is due to the fact that

more Coops can be selected to guarantee the successful packet delivery rate in the case

with more energy constraint. In addition, it is obvious that the proposed QPSO-based

CH and Coops selection algorithm outperforms PSO and QGA under the same energy

constraint. Moreover, as for QPSO, the overall PER is lower than 10−5 after the energy

constraint is more than 1.2J , therefore if successful transmission in all phases has to be

ensured, the whole network ought to supply at least 1.2J and select optimum cooperative
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coalition by the proposed CH and Coops selection algorithm.
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Figure 4.12: Overall PER in terms of energy constraint Et

Additionally, the number of selected Coops of all algorithms are compared in terms

of energy constraint in Figure 4.13. It can be seen that the number of Coops selected by

the QPSO is not always the highest. Considering the fact that the overall PER of QPSO

outperforms other algorithms in terms of energy constraint as indicated in Figure 4.12,

it can be concluded that the proposed QPSO algorithm can select different number of

optimum Coops dynamically according to different scenario setting. Moreover, as for the

proposed QPSO algorithm, the selected number of coops increases slowly with respect to

the energy constraint, because more energy constraint is able to support more Coops in

the long-haul transmission. Particularly, the number of Coops remains to be 7 at 1.2J ,

1.3J and 1.4J , because the additional suitable Coops cannot be found.

Figure 4.14 takes the location of capillary gateway into consideration. Set Eb to

be 0.8J . The capillary gateway location has the same definition as described in Sec-

tion 4.3.3.3. It is observed that the proposed QPSO algorithm outperforms PSO and

QGA significantly. Moreover, the location of capillary gateway is closely related to the

long-haul distance, which indicates that the PER of long-haul transmission dominates
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Figure 4.13: Number of selected Coops in terms of energy constraint Et

the overall PER. Thus, more energy supply is expected to guarantee successful trans-

mission in scenario of farther capillary gateway.
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Figure 4.14: Overall PER in terms of capillary gateway location

Finally, Figure 4.15 investigates the number of Coops with respect to the location of

capillary gateway. Set Eb to be 0.8J . In general, more Coops can be selected in order to
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decrease the overall PER under the same energy constraint. As for the proposed CH and

Coops selection algorithm, the number of optimum Coops decreases with the increment

of the capillary gateway location. This can be explained by the fact that the farther the

capillary gateway, the higher energy consumption of the long-haul transmission phase,

and thus less Coops can be supported under the same energy constraint.
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Figure 4.15: Number of Coops in terms of capillary gateway location

4.4.3.4 Conclusions

In this section, the optimum set of CH and Coops selection with the aim of minimising

the overall PER is investigated in cluster-based capillary networks. Particularly, QPSO

algorithm is applied in order to select best set of Coops for the potential CH, and exhaus-

tive search is used to determine the optimum CH. It is proved that QPSO is competitive

to PSO and QGA algorithms with an advantage of employing better evolutionary equa-

tions and simpler updating equations with high performance.
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4.5 CH and Cooperative Devices Selection for Joint Opti-

misation

This section focuses on the tradeoff between energy efficiency and QoS provision opti-

misation using CMISO system by selecting optimum set of CH and Coops.

4.5.1 Joint Optimisation Problem Formulation

Research objectives of energy efficiency and QoS provision optimisation are formulated

in this subsection. More specifically, the network lifetime time by (4.17) in Section 4.3

is utilized to optimise energy efficiency, and the overall PER by (4.29) in Section 4.4 is

utilized to optimise the QoS provision.

4.5.1.1 Objective 1: Network Lifetime Maximisation

In this section, (4.2) to (4.16) are used to calculate the average battery time T̄ op
avg, which

represents the network lifetime and is expressed as follows

T̄ op
avg =

∑Ntotal

k=1 T op(k)

Ntotal

(4.30)

4.5.1.2 Objective 2: Overall PER Minimisation

The overall PER is obtained from (4.24) to (4.27) and expressed as follows

P̄ overall
PER = P̄DC

PER + (1− P̄DC
PER)P̄

LB
PER + (1− P̄DC

PER)(1− P̄LB
PER)P̄

LH
PER (4.31)
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4.5.1.3 Tradeoff Formulation of Network Lifetime and Overall PER

The research objective is to find the optimum cooperative coalition C = {CH,Coop1,

· · · , CoopNCoop
} in order to achieve the optimal tradeoff between network lifetime and

QoS provision, that is,



















maximise
C

T̄ avg
op

minimise
C

P̄ overall
PER

s.t. 0 ≤ NCoop ≤ Ntotal − 1 (4.32)

4.5.2 CH and Coops Selection Algorithm for Joint Optimisation

The capillary gateway executes the CH and Coops selection algorithm based on NSGA-II

and QPSO that are called NSQPSO in this thesis, after receiving every device’s individual

information (i.e. residual energy and location).

The proposed CH and Coops selection algorithm aiming at the optimum tradeoff

between network lifetime and overall PER is described in Algorithm 8. The following

notations are made in this algorithm:

• Denote the swarm of all particles in the t-th generation to be St, which contains the

information for the quantum position, velocity, local optimum and global optimum

of all particles.

• Denote the set of non-dominated particles at generation t to be Ŝt.

• Denote f t
m(1) to be particle m’s fitness value of network lifetime in generation t.

• Denote f t
m(2) to be particle m’s fitness value of overall PER in generation t.

• Denote the maximum generation to be Tmax.

Firstly, line 2 assumes every device in the cluster to be CH in turn by exhaustive

search and iteration ends at line 31. Secondly, the position, velocity, local optimum and
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Algorithm 8: CH and Coops selection algorithm to achieve the optimum tradeoff
between energy efficiency and QoS provision

1 for each i ∈ [1,Ntotal ] do
2 Set CH = i.
3 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
4 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ntotal − 1] do
5 Set the quantum position x1mn by 0 or 1 randomly

6 Set the quantum velocity v1mn to be 1/
√
2

7 end

8 Update the network lifetime f1
m(1) by (4.30) and overall PER f1

m(2)
by (4.31)

9 Set the local optimum fitness value for energy efficiency fpbestmax
m (1) to be

f1
m(1)

10 Set the local optimum fitness value for QoS provision fpbestmin
m (2) to be

f1
m(2)

11 Set the local optimum position x
pbest
m to be x1

m

12 end

13 Generate Ŝ1 by Algorithm 3 based on S1
14 xgbestis chosen from a specified top part (e.g. top 5%) of Ŝ randomly
15 for each t ∈ [1, 2, · · · , Tmax] do
16 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
17 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ntotal − 1] do
18 Update the quantum rotation angle θt+1

mn by (2.12)
19 Update the quantum velocity vt+1

mn by (2.6)
20 Update the quantum position xt+1

mn by (2.7)

21 end

22 Update the network lifetime f t+1
m (1) by (4.30) and overall PER f t+1

m (2)
by (4.31)

23 end

24 Z = St ∪ St+1

25 Generate Ŝt+1 by Algorithm 3 based on Z
26 xgbest(i)is chosen from a specified top part (e.g. top 5%) of Ŝt+1 randomly
27 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do

28 x
pbest
m is chosen from Ŝt+1 randomly

29 end

30 end

31 end

32 Generate Ŝfinal by Algorithm 3 based on xgbest

33 x
gbest
finalis chosen from a specified top part (e.g. top 5%) of Ŝfinal randomly

34 return x
gbest
final
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global optimum of all particles are initialised, as refer to line 3 to 14. In particular, the

network lifetime and overall PER are calculated in line 8 after mapping the position

of particles to the selected Coops for the assumed CH. And the NSGA-II algorithm is

performed in line 13 to sort the initialised particles to the non-dominated particles. Then

the global optimum is chosen from a specific top part of the non-dominated particles.

Thirdly, the particle updating process is described from line 15 to line 30. Specifically, the

quantum rotation angle by (2.12), quantum velocity by (2.6), quantum position by (2.7)

and fitness values are updated from line 16 to 23. Then the updated particles merge

with previous particles in line 24, and the set of merged particles is sorted according to

NSGA-II algorithm in line 25. The global optimum and local optimum are updated from

line 26 to 29. At last, line 32 and 33 find the optimum set of CH and Coops by sorting

the solutions obtained from line 26 according to NSGA-II. And the optimum set of CH

and Coops is returned as the output of this algorithm.

At last, the capillary gateway informs every device about its role (i.e. CH, CM or

Coop) based on the result of Algorithm 8.

4.5.3 Simulation and Conclusions

This subsection presents the simulation scenario design, system parameters setting, sim-

ulation platform design and the simulation results. In this subsection, the proposed

QPSO algorithm focuses on energy efficiency by maximising the network time, denoted

as QPSO-EE, and the QPSO algorithm focuses on QoS provision optimisation by min-

imising the overall PER, denoted as QPSO-QoS, are employed as two reference algo-

rithms.

4.5.3.1 Scenario Design and System Parameters

In this subsection, the scenario is the same as the one as described in Subsection 4.3.3.1.

The system parameters used in this section are also the same as shown in Table 3-A and
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Table 4-A.

4.5.3.2 Simulation Platform Design

The simulation process of the proposed CH and Coops selection algorithm aiming at

the tradeoff optimisation in Subsection 4.5.2 consists of a number of logic blocks and

simulation iterations, as shown in Figure 4.16.

The scenario initialisation module and the exhaustive search module are the same as

Subsection 4.3.3.2.

A. NSQPSO-based Coops selection Module

This module performs QPSO algorithm to generate and update particles, and also

performs the NSGA-II algorithm to generate the non-dominated Pareto solutions which

guides the direction of particle updating. It includes particle initialisation block as

described in Section 3.5, particle updating block in Section 2.7, particle combination

block which merges the updated particles at current generation with previous particles

at previous generation, NSGA-II block to obtain the non-dominated swarm, generation

iteration process and the output of optimum Coops set for the assumed CH after a

pre-determined generations.

The NSGA-II block consists of fast non-dominated sorting sub-block to sort a popu-

lation into different non-domination levels, the crowded distance calculation sub-block to

get an estimate of the density of solutions, and the crowded-comparison sorting sub-block

to guide the selection process, as shown in Figure4.17.

B. Optimal value identification Module

This module finds the final Pareto optimal set of Coops and CH by NSGA-II according to

the output of NSQPSO-based selection module. It also gets the Pareto optimal solutions

of the optimum network lifetime and the optimum overall PER.
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Figure 4.16: Flowchart of the proposed CH and Coops selection algorithm
aiming at the tradeoff optimisation (Algorithm 8)
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Figure 4.17: Flowchart of NSGA-II module

4.5.3.3 Simulation Results

Due to the same scenario setting, the particle number and generation number in this

simulation is also set to be 10 and 120, respectively.

First, Figure 4.18 shows the Pareto optimal solution of the proposed NSQPSO algo-

rithm in terms of 120 generations when setting Ēb/N0 to be 18dB. It can be seen that

a longer network lifetime can be achieved but the overall PER is higher at the same

time; similarly, the overall PER can be minimised by reducing the network lifetime. In

addition, most of the Pareto optimal solutions are in the range of 400-800 min network

time and corresponding 0.015-0.025 overall PER. This is because these non-dominated

solutions are produced in the particle updating process after certain generations and

one of these solutions cannot be said to be better than the others in the absence of any

further information.

In addition, Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 show the network time and overall PER

in terms of SNR per bit Ēb/N0. In Figure 4.19, it is observed that the performance of

the proposed NSQPSO algorithm is better than QPSO-QoS algorithm which minimises

the overall PER but compromises the energy efficiency. On the other hand, QPSO-EE

algorithm outperforms the proposed NSQPSO algorithm in terms of average network
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Figure 4.18: Pareto optimal solution of NSQPSO

lifetime, while it compromises the PER as is shown in Figure 4.20. Therefore, it can be

concluded that the proposed NSQPSO algorithm is able to achieve the optimal tradeoff

between energy efficiency and QoS provision optimisation.
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Figure 4.19: Network lifetime with respect to SNR per bit Ēb/N0

Figure 4.21 investigates the number of Coops with respect to SNR per bit Ēb/N0.
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Figure 4.20: Overall PER with respect to SNR per bitĒb/N0

Note that the number of Coops selected by QPSO-EE algorithm is not illustrated, due

to the fact that no Coops participate in the long-haul transmission. This is because the

energy consumption per bit increases with respect to Ēb/N0, and thus more Coops is not

beneficial to network lifetime. Furthermore, the number of Coops selected by QPSO-QoS

algorithm is the highest, because more Coops can decrease BER, thereby decreasing the

overall PER. Additionally, it can be seen that the number of Coops selected by NSQPSO

algorithm varies with Ēb/N0, because of the diversity of Pareto optimal solutions.

4.5.3.4 Conclusions

In this section, the CH and Coops selection with the aim of optimal tradeoff between

energy efficiency and QoS provision is investigated in cluster-based capillary networks.

Particularly, exhaustive search is utilised to select the optimum CH, QPSO algorithm is

applied to select the best set of Coops for the potential CH, and NSGA-II algorithm is

employed for the Pareto solutions to prolong network lifetime and decrease overall PER.

It is proved that the proposed NSQPSO algorithm can achieve the optimum tradeoff
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Figure 4.21: Number of selected Coops with respect to SNR per bit Ēb/N0

between network lifetime and overall PER.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, Section 4.1 specified the system model for CMISO systems in cluster-

based capillary networks. A novel CH and cooperative devices selection algorithms was

developed with different objectives.

First, taking energy efficiency into consideration, Section 4.3 investigated the CH and

cooperative devices selection for a CMISO system aiming at network lifetime maximi-

sation. In particular, Subsection 4.3.1 formulated the network lifetime by applying the

battery model, evaluating individual power consumption and estimating the transmis-

sion time of every device during all transmission phases. Following this, Subsection 4.3.2

applied exhaustive search and QPSO algorithm to select the CH and cooperative devices

with the objective to maximise network lifetime. Simulation results in Subsection 4.3.3

demonstrated that the proposed algorithm is able to select better set of cooperative
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devices compared with reference algorithms.

Second, Section 4.4 investigated the cooperative devices selection for a CMISO system

to optimise the QoS provision. Specifically, the overall PER was adopted to represent the

QoS provision. Subsection 4.4.1 formulated the overall PER of all links during the trans-

mission under a given energy constraint and Subsection 4.4.2 proposed an optimum CH

and cooperative devices selection algorithm using QPSO to minimise the overall PER. In

Subsection 4.4.3, simulation results indicated that the proposed algorithm outperforms

QGA and PSO algorithms by selecting better set of cooperative devices.

Finally, since more energy consumption allowed in the network leads to the decrease

of overall PER, the tradeoff between energy efficiency and overall PER should be given

special attention, which was investigated in Section 4.5. Particularly, Subsection 4.5.1

provided the tradeoff problem formulation by setting two objectives of network lifetime

and overall PER optimisation. In Subsection 4.5.2, an optimum cooperative devices

selection algorithm was designed to achieve the optimum tradeoff between network life-

time and overall PER. The proposed algorithm applied QPSO to select the optimum

set of cooperative devices to assist CH for long-haul transmission, and also employs

NSGA-II for the Pareto solutions of the cooperative devices set to prolong network life-

time and decrease overall PER. Simulation results in Subsection 4.5.3 proved that the

proposed algorithm is able to achieve the optimal tradeoff between energy efficiency and

QoS provision.



Chapter 5

Cooperative Coalitions Selection

for Multi-hop Networks

Routing table construction phase is required to decide the routes from the source clus-

ters to the gateway in multi-hop cluster-based networks [RR16]. The cooperative coali-

tions selection is deployed after the routing table construction phase [DGA04] [NQ10].

A cooperative coalitions in a CMIMO system consists of the source CH and its SCoops

as well as the destination CH and its RCoops. This chapter proposes a novel cooperative

coalitions selection algorithm in post routing table construction phase. The proposed

cooperative coalitions selection algorithm chooses the optimum set of cooperative coali-

tions with the objectives of energy efficiency, QoS provision, and the tradeoff between

energy efficiency and QoS provision.

5.1 System Model

The system model in this chapter considers a multi-hop cluster-based capillary networks

with Ntotal devices, as shown in Figure 5.1. The system model focuses on one routing

path from Cluster 1 to the capillary gateway through Nhop hops. All devices in the

106
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Figure 5.1: System model for CMIMO systems in multi-hop cluster-based cap-
illary networks

routing path have been classified into four categories: CHs, CMs, SCoops and RCoops.

The following notations are made for this chapter:

• Denote the number of CHs in the network to be NCH , which is also the number of

clusters in the routing path.

• Denote the number of CMs in cluster i to be NCM(i) where i ∈ [1, · · · ,NCH ].

• Denote the number of SCoops in cluster i to be NSCoop(i) where i ∈ [1, · · · ,NCH ].

• Denote the number of RCoops in cluster i to be NRCoop(i) where i ∈ [1, · · · ,NCH ].

• Denote the number of all non-CH devices in cluster i to be NnonCH(i), then

NnonCH(i) = NCM (i) +NSCoop(i) +NRCoop(i).

The number of overall devices in the routing path is express as Ntotal = NCH +

NnonCH .

The same assumptions in Section 3.1 are also made for this system model. In addition,

the battery model in Section 4.3.1.1 are adopted in this chapter.
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In Figure 5.1, the data transmission from Cluster 1 to the capillary gateway is through

several relay clusters. The long-haul transmission between two neighbouring clusters

and the long-haul transmission between the Cluster n and capillary gateway adopt the

CMIMO systems to release the burden of CHs. At the transmission side, by forming

a virtual multi-antenna diversity systems, CH in Cluster 1 cooperates with its SCoops

to send the MIMO-modulated data to Cluster 2. Simultaneously, the CH in Cluster 2

cooperates with its RCoops to receive the MIMO modulated data from Cluster 1 at the

reception side. In this way, all the relay clusters in the routing path not only forward

their own data but also the MIMO modulated data from their neighbouring clusters to

the capillary gateway.

The transmission process in one cluster and between two neighbouring clusters in the

routing path consists of following phases:

• Data collection (DC) phase. As shown in Figure 5.2(a), the CH collects and aggre-

gates data from all non-CH devices within the cluster.

• Local broadcasting (LB) phase. As shown in Figure 5.2(b), the CH broadcasts the

aggregated data to all SCoops at the transmission side.

• Long-haul cooperative transmission (LH) phase. As shown in Figure 5.3, the CH

and its SCoops of the transmission cluster jointly send the MIMO-modulated data

to the CH and its RCoops of the reception cluster or the capillary gateway.

• Local forwarding (LF) phase. As shown in Figure 5.2(c), all RCoops transmit

the MIMO modulated data obtained from the transmission cluster to their CH

at the reception side. Then the reception CH decodes and combines the MIMO

modulated data with its cluster data collected in the data collection phase. Finally,

the combined data is sent to the next hop.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the time slots of the above four phases for one cluster in TDMA

scheduling. Firstly, every non-CH device is allocated with a time slot to transmit the
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Figure 5.3: Inter-cluster communication for multi-hop cluster-based capillary
networks

individual data to the CH in the data collection phase; secondly, every RCoop is allocated

with a time slot to send the MIMO-modulated data received from previous hop to the

CH in the local forwarding phase; thirdly, the CH uses one time slot to broadcast the

combined data to all SCoops in the local broadcasting phase; finally, the CH together

with all RCoops are allocated with different time slots to transmit the MIMO-modulated

data to the next hop for the capillary gateway.
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Figure 5.4: Time slots of TDMA scheduling for a cluster using CMIMO sys-
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5.2 Energy Consumption Model

This chapter uses the energy model of power consumption and intra-cluster commu-

nication in Section 3.2. For the inter-cluster communication of long-haul transmission

phase, taking CMIMO system into consideration, the average Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

with a square

constellation MQAM in Rayleigh fading channel [ZD07] is given by
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 (5.1)

where P̄ inter
BER is the average BER of inter-cluster communication, NT and NR are the

number of transmitter and reception devices. In this chapter, NT = NSCoop + 1 at the

transmission side and NR = NRCoop + 1 at the reception side.

5.3 Energy Efficient Cooperative Coalitions Selection

This section focuses on selection of the cooperative coalitions in the routing path with

the objective of maximising energy efficiency.
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5.3.1 Energy Efficient Problem Formulation

This subsection presents the overall power consumption and active time of every device

in the routing path, as well as the network lifetime derivation.

5.3.1.1 Power Consumption and Active Time

The part investigates the power consumption and active time of CH, RCoop, SCoop and

CM for data collection phase, local broadcasting phase, local forwarding phase and the

long-haul cooperative transmission phase.

A. Data collection phase

In the data collection phase, the CH in each cluster acts as the receiver dissipating the

reception power consumption, while all CMs, SCoops and RCoops transmit individual

data to their corresponding CH, dissipating the transmission path power consumption.

As the assumption of squared power path loss, the power consumption per bit of devices

in the i-th cluster for the data collection phase are given as follows

PDC
CH (i) = Pcr

PDC
CMj

(i) =
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
Rbd

2
j,i ·

Ēb
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∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra
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Ēb
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∣

∣

∣

∣
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∣
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+ Pct

(5.2)

where j ∈ [1, · · · ,NCM (i)], m ∈ [1, · · · ,NSCoop(i)] and k ∈ [1, · · · ,NRCoop(i)]. Corre-

spondingly, the active time of devices in the i-th cluster for the data collection phase are
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given as follows

TDC
CH (i) = (NCM (i) +NSCoop(i) +NRCoop(i))

Ldata

Rb

TDC
CMj

(i) =
Ldata

Rb

TDC
SCoopm(i) =

Ldata

Rb

TDC
RCoopk

(i) =
Ldata

Rb

(5.3)

After collecting data from all non-CH devices, the CH performs data aggregation

technique. As for the CH, the time duration to aggregate the collected data is rather

short compared to other transmission phases [SL13], and thus the active time and power

consumption for data aggregation is omitted in this section. In addition, CH i not only

transmits its own aggregated data but also all aggregated data in its previous i− 1 hop.

Therefore, the overall amount of data for CH i is given by

Lagg(i) =
(1 +NCM(i) +NSCoop(i) +NRCoop(i))

(NCM (i) +NSCoop(i) +NRCoop(i))γagg + 1
Ldata +

i−1
∑

n=1

Lagg(n) (5.4)

where γagg is the aggregation factor, the first term is the amount of aggregated data for

CH i and the second term is the amount of data in previous hops.

B. Local broadcasting phase

In the local broadcasting phase, the CH acts as transmitter to broadcast the aggregated

data to all SCoops, dissipating the transmission power consumption, and all SCoops

receive the aggregated data from the CH, dissipating the reception power consumption.

Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, if the SCoop with the maximum

distance from CH i, denoted by dmax(i), can receive the data from CH i, the other

SCoops can simultaneously receive the data. Then the power consumption per bit of
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devices in the i-th cluster for the local broadcasting phase are expressed as follows
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where j ∈ [1, · · · ,NCM (i)], m ∈ [1, · · · ,NSCoop(i)] and k ∈ [1, · · · ,NRCoop(i)]. Corre-

spondingly, the active time of devices in the i-th cluster for the local broadcasting phase

are expressed as follows

TLB
CH(i) =

Lagg(i)

Rb

TLB
CMj

(i) = 0

TLB
SCoopm

(i) =
Lagg(i)

Rb

TLB
RCoopk

(i) = 0

(5.6)

C. Long-haul transmission phase

In the long-haul transmission phase, CH and SCoops in the i-th cluster jointly transmit

the MIMO modulated data to their neighbouring (i + 1)-th cluster or the capillary

gateway, dissipating the transmission power consumption, while the CH and RCoops

in the (i + 1)-th cluster receives the MIMO modulated data, dissipating the reception

power consumption. Considering the broadcasting nature of wireless channels, the long-

haul distance for device n is obtained by the maximum distance between the transmitter

device in the i-th cluster and the reception device in the (i + 1)-th cluster, denoted by

dmax(n). Therefore, the power consumption per bit of devices in the i-th cluster at the
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transmission side for the long-haul transmission phase are given by
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where j ∈ [1, · · · ,NCM (i)], m ∈ [1, · · · ,NSCoop(i)] and k ∈ [1, · · · ,NRCoop(i)].

Training overhead is introduced into the CMIMO scheme for channel estimation

and the number of required training symbols is proportional to the number of transmit

antennas. Therefore, the packet size of long-haul transmission is given by

Lc(i) =
Fblock

Fblock − ρtrain(NSCoop(i) + 1)
Lagg(i) (5.8)

where Fblock is the block size of STBC code, ρtrain(NCoop + 1) is the number of training

symbols in each block. According to [HH03], the effective system bit rate is given by

Reff
b =

Fblock − ρtrain(NSCoop(i) + 1)

Fblock

Rb (5.9)

Then the active time of devices in the i-th cluster for the long-haul transmission

phase are expressed as follows

TLH
CH (i) =

Lc(i)

Reff
b

TLH
CMj

(i) = 0

TLH
SCoopm(i) =
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b

TLH
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(5.10)
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At the reception side, the power consumption per bit of devices in the (i + 1)-th

cluster for the long-haul transmission phase are expressed as follows,

PLH
CH (i+ 1) = Pcr

PLH
CMj

(i+ 1) = 0

PLH
SCoopm(i+ 1) = 0

PLH
RCoopk

(i+ 1) = Pcr

(5.11)

where j ∈ [1, · · · ,NCM (i+1)], m ∈ [1, · · · ,NSCoop(i+1)] and k ∈ [1, · · · ,NRCoop(i+1)].

Correspondingly, the active time of devices in the (i + 1)-th cluster for the long-haul

transmission phase are expressed as follows
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(5.12)

D. Local forwarding phase

In the local forwarding phase, CH in the (i + 1)-th cluster receives long-haul MIMO

data from all RCoops in the same cluster, dissipating the reception power consumption.

Meanwhile, RCoops transmit data to their CH, dissipating the transmission power con-

sumption. As a result, the power consumption per bit of devices in the i-th cluster for

the local forwarding phase are given by
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(5.13)
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where j ∈ [1, · · · ,NCM (i+1)], m ∈ [1, · · · ,NSCoop(i+1)] and k ∈ [1, · · · ,NRCoop(i+1)].

Correspondingly, the active time of devices in the (i + 1)-th cluster for the long-haul

transmission phase can be expressed as follows,

TLF
CH(i+ 1) = NRCoop(i+ 1)

Lc(i)

Rb

TLF
CMj

(i+ 1) = 0

TLF
SCoop(i+ 1,m) = 0

TLF
RCoopk

(i+ 1) =
Lc(i)

Rb

(5.14)

5.3.1.2 Network Lifetime Formulation

Taking the battery model into consideration, the average current required to power a

device during period [ts, te] is obtained by

Īc =
Ptotal

φV
(5.15)

where Ptotal is the overall power consumption of the device during period [ts, te], φ and

V denote the DC-DC converter output efficiency and voltage, respectively [ZCSA09].

The overall power consumption Ptotal of device n is expressed as

Ptotal(n) = PDC(n) + PLB(n) + PLF (n) + PLH(n) (5.16)

where PDC(n), PLB(n),PLF (n) and PLH(n) can be obtained from (5.2), (5.5), (5.13), (5.7)

and (5.11), respectively.

The overall active time during the transmission Ttotal of device n is expressed as

Ttotal(n) = TDC(n) + TLB(n) + TLF (n) + TLH(n) (5.17)

where TDC(n), TLB(n), TLF (n) and TLH(n) can be obtained from (5.3), (5.6), (5.14), (5.10)
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and (5.12), respectively.

Denote the initialising time to be t0. The battery operating time of device n can then

be expressed as,

Top(n) =
Cavl(Ic(n), Top(n), ts(n), te(n), β

2)

Īc(n)

=
Cinit(n)φV

Ptotal(n)
− (Ttotal(n)− t0)− 2

∞
∑

k=1

e−β2k2(Top(n)−Ttotal(n)) − e−β2k2(Top(n)−t0)

β2k2

(5.18)

The cooperative coalitions in the i-th cluster can be expressed as follows,

SCoop(i) =
{

SCoop1(i), · · · , SCoopNSCoop(i)
(i)
}

RCoop(i) =
{

RCoop1(i), · · · , RCoopNRCoop(i)
(i)
}

C(i) = RCoop(i) ∪ SCoop(i)

(5.19)

In this thesis, the network lifetime is represented by the average battery operat-

ing time of all devices T̄ avg
op within the cluster. The research problem is to find the

optimum cooperative coalitions of all clusters in the routing path, denoted by C =

{C(1), · · · ,C(i), · · · ,C(NCH)}, in order to maximise the network lifetime T̄ avg
op under

given BER threshold P̄ THR
BER . Therefore, the research problem in this section is expressed

as

maximise
C

T̄ op
avg =

∑Ntotal

n=1 T op(n)

Ntotal

s.t.



















P̄ intra
BER ≤ P̄ THR

BER

P̄ inter
BER ≤ P̄ THR

BER

(5.20)
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5.3.2 Energy Efficiency Cooperative Coalitions Selection Algorithm

The capillary gateway executes the cooperative coalitions selection process by QPSO,

after receiving every device’s individual information (i.e. residual energy and location).

The QPSO-based cooperative coalitions selection algorithm aiming at maximising

the network lifetime is described in Algorithm 9.

In this chapter, the quantum position of a particle is composed of all cooperative

coalition candidates in the routing path, as shown in Figure 5.5. Denote SCoopcand(i)

to be SCoops candidates in cluster i, and RCoopcand(i) to be RCoops in cluster i. Both

SCoopcand(i) and RCoopcand(i) are the non-CH devices in cluster i, which suggests that

every non-CH device in cluster i has the potential to be a SCoop or RCoop. In the

first cluster, there is no RCoops used to receive data from its neighbouring cluster, and

thus only the SCoops candidates are taken into consideration for the composition of the

particle position. From the second cluster to the last cluster, both RCoops candidates

and SCoops candidates make up the particle position. Therefore, the dimension of

particles, denoted by Ncand, is Ncand = NnonCH(1) +
∑NCH (i)

i=2 NnonCH(i). The value

of quantum position indicates whether the device n in particle m is a member of the

cooperative coalition: xtmn = 1 represents that the candidate n in particle m is a SCoop

or RCoop at generation t; otherwise, the candidate n in particle m is a CM at generation

t. Every particle in this chapter represents a possible solution of particular cooperative

coalitions.

In Algorithm 9, firstly, the quantum position, quantum velocity, individual optimum

and global optimum of all particles are initialised, as described from line 1 to line 10.

Secondly, line 11 to line 29 describes the particle updating process to obtain the optimum

set of cooperative coalitions. In particular, the quantum rotation angle, quantum velocity

and quantum position of particles are updated from line 13 to line 17 by (2.12), (2.6)

and (2.7), respectively. Then the updated particle positions are mapped to the selected

set of SCoops and RCoops that is further utilized in fitness value (i.e. network lifetime)
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Figure 5.5: Particle position representation for cooperative coalitions candi-
dates

calculation by (5.20) in line 18. Correspondingly, the local optimum and global optimum

are updated from line 19 to line 28. Finally, the output of this algorithm is the set of

cooperative coalitions in the routing path.

At last, the capillary gateway informs every device about its role (CH, CM, SCoop

or RCoop) based on the result of Algorithm 9.

5.3.3 Simulation and Conclusions

This subsection describes the simulation scenario, system parameters, simulation plat-

form design, simulation results and conclusions. In this chapter, the 2 × 2 MIMO and

3× 3 MIMO systems in [LLW+13] are simulated as reference.

5.3.3.1 Scenario Design and System Parameters

Assume a scenario with three clusters in one routing path for simplicity, i.e. 3 hops

routing, as shown in Figure 5.6. In addition, all devices are powered by two AAA Li-

FeS2 battery [WIK], which has 1.5-volt nominal voltage and 1200mAh nominal capacity.
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Algorithm 9: Cooperative coalitions selection to maximise the network lifetime

1 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
2 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ncand] do
3 Set the quantum position x1mn by 0 or 1 randomly

4 Set the quantum velocity v1mn to be 1/
√
2

5 end

6 Update the network lifetime f1
m by (5.20)

/* The local optimum is the initialised particles at the first

generation */

7 Set the local optimum fitness value fpbestmax
m to be f1

m

8 Set the local optimum position x
pbestmax
m to be x1

m

9 end

/* Update the global optimum */

10 Update the global optimum fitness value f gbestmax and the global optimum

position xgbestmax by (2.11)
11 for each t ∈ [1, 2, · · · , Tmax] do
12 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
13 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ncand] do
14 Update the quantum rotation angle θt+1

mn by (2.12)
15 Update the quantum velocity vt+1

mn by (2.6)
16 Update the quantum position xt+1

mn by (2.7)

17 end

18 Update the network lifetime f t+1
m by (5.20)

/* Update local optimum */

19 if f t+1
m > fpbest

m then

20 Set the local optimum fitness value fpbest
m to be f t+1

m

21 Set the local optimum position pm to be xt+1
m

22 end

23 end

24 Update the temporary global optimum fitness value ggbestmax by (2.11)
/* Find the final global optimum */

25 if ggbestmax > f gbestmax then

26 Set the final global optimum fitness value f gbestmax to be ggbestmax

27 Update the global optimum position xgbestmax according to ggbestmax

28 end

29 end

30 return xgbestmax as the optimum set of cooperative coalitions in the routing path

The simulation scenario in this chapter is illustrated in Figure 5.7. Each cluster

consists of 10 devices which are randomly distributed within a circle of 25m radius.

The CHs are located at (0m, 0m), (100m, 0m), (200m, 0m) in Cluster 1, Cluster 2 and

Cluster 3, respectively. The gateway is located at (300m, 0m) if not specified in the
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Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

Figure 5.6: Scenario design with three clusters for multi-hop cluster-based cap-
illary networks using CMIMO systems

following subsections. The distance between each cluster and its neighbouring cluster or

the capillary gateway is denoted as the long-haul cluster distance the following sections.

That is, the long-haul cluster distance in Figure 5.7 is 100m .
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Figure 5.7: Simulation scenario for multi-hop cluster-based capillary networks
using CMIMO systems

The system parameters in the chapter are as list in Table 3-A and Table 4-A.

5.3.3.2 Simulation Platform Design

The simulation process of the proposed cooperative coalitions selection algorithm aiming

at energy efficiency in Subsection 5.3.2 consists of several logic blocks and simulation

loops, as shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Flowchart of the proposed cooperative coalitions selection algo-
rithm aiming at energy efficiency (Algorithm 9)

A. Scenario Initialisation module

In this module, the individual information of all devices and the capillary gateway are

initialised. In particular, the position of capillary gateway is set at (300m, 0m). The

battery capacity of all devices is set to be 2400mAh.

B. QPSO-based cooperative coalitions selection module

This module performs QPSO algorithm to select the best set of cooperative coalitions of

all clusters in the routing path. It includes particle initialisation and particle updating

as described in Subsection 3.5.2, generation iteration process and the output of optimum

set of cooperative coalitions after a predetermined generations.
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5.3.3.3 Simulation Results

Table 5-A: Particle number and generation number selection in terms of algo-
rithm time complexity

Number of particles(Nparticle) Optimum number of generations(Topt) Function Evaluations(FE)

4 732 2928

6 445 2670

8 313 2504

10 234 2340

12 189 2268

14 174 2436

16 159 2544

18 147 2646

20 136 2720

As described in Section 3.5.3, the particle number and generation number play impor-

tant roles in the performance of QPSO. Table 5-A shows the optimum number of gener-

ations and function evaluations in terms of different number of particles to converge to

the same optimum global fitness value. The simulation iteration is set to be 50 times. In

order to emphasize the trend of in Table 5-A, Figure 5.9 shows the convergence time with

respect to both optimum number of generations and function evaluations. In Figure 5.9,

the optimum number of generations decreases dramatically from 4 to 12 particles. This

is explained by the fact that more particles mean better opportunity to find the optimum

fitness value. However, as the number of particles increases from 12 to 20, the optimum

number of generations decreases slowly, which indicates that the performance of QPSO

is not sensitive to the particle number after reaching a certain threshold. In terms of the

function evaluation, it can be seen that the minimum function evaluation is achieved at

the point where the number of particle is 12 and the optimum number of generation is

189. Therefore, the number of particles is set to be 12 and number of generations to be

200 in the following simulation in order to reduce the algorithm complexity as well as

ensure the performance of QPSO.

Figure 5.10 shows the convergence of the QPSO algorithm. It can be seen that the

same final fitness value (i.e. network lifetime) can be achieved after several generations
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Figure 5.9: Particle number and generation number selection in terms of algo-
rithm time complexity

in terms of different number of particles. In addition, it takes less generations for 12

particles to find the final fitness value, because more particles mean better opportunities

to find the optimal solution.
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Next, Figure 5.11 demonstrates network lifetime with respect to the long-haul clus-

ter distance. P̄ THR
BER is set to be 10−4. It is observed that the proposed QPSO-based

cooperative coalitions selection algorithm outperforms the 2×2 MIMO and 3×3 MIMO

in terms of network lifetime by approximately 20%. This is because the proposed algo-

rithm is able to select the optimum cooperative coalitions in every link dynamically. In

addition, the 2× 2 MIMO system outperforms 3× 3 MIMO system when the long-haul

distance is short, e.g. 100m, due to more circuit energy consumption of 3 × 3 MIMO

system. It is also shown that with the increment of the long-haul distance, the net-

work lifetime decreases, because more RCoops and SCoops are selected to support the

long-haul transmission, thereby increasing the energy consumption.
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Figure 5.11: Network lifetime in terms of long-haul cluster distance

Table 5-B illustrates the size of cooperative coalitions in each link in terms of the

long-haul cluster distance. It can be seen that the size of cooperative coalitions increases

from link 1 to link 3 on account of the same long-haul distance, due to the increment

of the packet size from line 1 to link 3 in the long-haul transmission. Additionally, it

is shown that the size of cooperative coalitions for a particular link also increases with

respect to the long-haul distance. However, the size of cooperative coalitions remains
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the same when the long-haul distance becomes larger, because no additional suitable

SCoops and RCoops can be selected.

Table 5-B: Size of cooperative coalitions in terms of long-haul cluster distance

Long-haul distance (m) Link 1 Link 2 Link 3

100 1× 2MIMO 2× 2MIMO 3× 1MIMO

125 1× 2MIMO 2× 3MIMO 3× 1MIMO

150 1× 2MIMO 2× 3MIMO 4× 1MIMO

175 1× 2MIMO 3× 3MIMO 4× 1MIMO

200 1× 2MIMO 3× 3MIMO 4× 1MIMO

225 1× 2MIMO 3× 3MIMO 5× 1MIMO

250 2× 2MIMO 3× 4MIMO 5× 1MIMO

275 2× 3MIMO 3× 4MIMO 5× 1MIMO

300 2× 3MIMO 3× 4MIMO 5× 1MIMO

Figure 5.12 depicts the network lifetime in terms of BER threshold P̄ THR
BER . The long-

haul cluster distance is set to be 100m. As discussed before, the proposed QPSO-based

cooperative coalitions selection algorithm is able to choose the optimum cooperative

coalitions in each link dynamically, therefore, the proposed algorithm outperforms 2 ×

2 MIMO and 3 × 3 MIMO systems by about 15%. Furthermore, the 3 × 3 MIMO

outperforms 2×2 MIMO in terms of network lifetime when the BER threshold increases

from 10−6 to 5×10−5. This is due to the fact that the transmission energy consumption

of long-haul transmission dominates the network lifetime. However, the 2 × 2 MIMO

outperforms the 3×3 MIMO system with the increment of BER threshold from 5×10−5

to 5 × 10−4, because the circuit energy consumption dominates the network lifetime in

this case.

Finally, the size of cooperative coalitions in each link in terms of BER threshold is

investigated in Table 5-C. It is observed that the proposed QPSO algorithm can select

the cooperative coalitions dynamically to meet different BER requirement. Besides, it

can be seen that more SCoops and RCoops are required to ensure the QoS provision in

link 3. This is because cluster 3 is responsible for relaying the data packets of all clusters

in the routing path.
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Figure 5.12: Network lifetime in terms of BER threshold

Table 5-C: Size of Cooperative Coalitions in terms of BER threshold
BER Threshold Link 1 Link 2 Link 3

10−6 1× 3MIMO 3× 3MIMO 5× 2MIMO

5× 10−6 1× 3MIMO 3× 3MIMO 5× 2MIMO

10−5 1× 3MIMO 3× 2MIMO 5× 2MIMO

5× 10−5 1× 2MIMO 3× 2MIMO 4× 2MIMO

10−4 1× 2MIMO 3× 2MIMO 4× 2MIMO

5× 10−4 1× 2MIMO 3× 2MIMO 3× 2MIMO

5.3.3.4 Conclusions

In this section, the cooperative coalitions selection using QPSO algorithm is investigated

with the aim of maximising the average network lifetime in multi-hop cluster-based cap-

illary networks. It is shown that the proposed QPSO-based cooperative coalitions selec-

tion algorithm can select the optimum cooperative devices dynamically to participate the

long-haul transmission. Simulation results show that the proposed QPSO-based MIMO

scheme outperforms 2× 2 MIMO and 3× 3 MIMO in terms of network lifetime.
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5.4 QoS-based Cooperative Coalitions Selection

This section focuses on selection of the cooperative coalitions set in one routing path

with the objective of minimising overall PER.

5.4.1 QoS-based Problem Formulation

In this subsection, the overall energy consumption of intra-cluster transmission, data

aggregation and inter-cluster transmission for all clusters are formulated. The overall

PER is derived and the research problem to minimise the overall PER is presented.

5.4.1.1 Energy Consumption for Intra-cluster Transmission

In the data collection phase, all CHs act as the receivers dissipating the reception power

consumption, while all CMs, SCoops and RCoops transmit data to their corresponding

CH, dissipating the transmission power consumption. As the assumption of squared

power path loss, the energy consumption per bit of cluster i for the data collection phase

is expressed as

EDC
b (i) =

NCM (i)
∑

j=1

[

(1 + ϕamp)
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· d2j,i ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+
Pct + Pcr

Rb

]

+

NSCoop(i)
∑

m=1

[

(1 + ϕamp)
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· d2m,i ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+
Pct + Pcr

Rb

]

+

NRCoop(i)
∑

k=1

[

(1 + ϕamp)
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· d2k,i ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+
Pct + Pcr

Rb

]

(5.21)

where dn,i is the distance between device n and CH i, the first term is the data collection

energy consumption for CMs in cluster i, the second term is the data collection energy

consumption for SCoops in cluster i and the third term is the data collection energy

consumption for RCoops in cluster i.
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In the local broadcasting phase, CH in the i-th cluster acts as transmitter to broadcast

the aggregated data to all SCoops in the i-th cluster, dissipating the transmission power

consumption, and all SCoops receive data information from the CH, dissipating the

receiving path power consumption. Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless channel,

if the SCoop with the maximum distance from CH in the i-th cluster, denoted by dmax(i),

can receive the data from CH i, the other SCoops can simultaneously receive these data.

Then the energy consumption per bit of cluster i for this phase is given by

ELB
b (i) = (1 + ϕamp)

(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· d2max(i) ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+
Pct +NSCoop(i)Pcr

Rb

(5.22)

In the local forwarding phase, CH i+1 receives long-haul MIMO-modulated data from

all RCoops in the (i+ 1)-th cluster , dissipating the receiving path power consumption.

Meanwhile, RCoops transmit the MIMO-modulated data to their CH, dissipating the

transmission path power consumption. As a result, the energy consumption per bit of

cluster (i+ 1) for the local forwarding phase is as follows

ELF
b (i+ 1) =

NRcoop(i+1)
∑

k=1

[

(1 + ϕamp)
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· d2k,i+1 ·

Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

+
Pct + Pcr

Rb

]

(5.23)

5.4.1.2 Energy Consumption and Packet Size for Data Aggregation

The overall energy consumption of data aggregation for CH i is

Eagg(i) = [NSCoop(i) +NRcoop(i) +NCM (i)]LdataEbf (5.24)

where Ebf is the energy consumption per bit for uniform data aggregation.

The size of packet after data aggregation is,

Lagg(i) =
(1 +NCM (i) +NSCoop(i) +NRCoop(i))

(NCM (i) +NSCoop(i) +NRCoop(i))γagg + 1
Ldata (5.25)
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where γagg is the aggregation factor.

5.4.1.3 Energy Consumption and Packet Size for Long-haul Transmission

In the long-haul transmission phase, CH and SCoops in the i-th cluster jointly transmit

the MIMO modulated data to their neighbouring (i+1)-th cluster or the capillary gate-

way, dissipating the transmission path power consumption, while the CH and RCoops

in the (i + 1)-th cluster receives the MIMO modulated data, dissipating the receiving

path power consumption. Considering the broadcasting nature of wireless channels, the

long-haul distance in the CMIMO communication is obtained by the maximum distance

between the transmitter device in the i-th cluster and the reception devices in the (i+1)-

th cluster. Thus, the energy consumption per bit of cluster i and cluster i + 1 for this

phase ELH
b (i) is

ELH
b (i) =

NSCoop(i)
∑

m=1

[

(1 + ϕamp)
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· dκmax

max (m) · Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

+
Pct

Reff
b

]

+

[

(1 + ϕamp)
(4π)2MlNr

GtGrλ2
· dκmax

max (i) · Ēb

N0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

+
Pct

Reff
b

]

+ (NRCoop(i+ 1) + 1) · (NSCoop(i) + 1) · Pcr

Reff
b

(5.26)

where dmax(m) is the long-haul distance from SCoop m in cluster i to cluster (i + 1),

dmax(i) is the long-haul distance from CH i to cluster (i+1), κmax is the corresponding

path loss exponent of the long-haul transmission and is in the range between 2 and 3.

In (5.26), the first term is the long-haul energy consumption of all SCoops in cluster i ,

the second term is the long-haul energy consumption of CH i and the third term is the

long-haul energy consumption for the reception circuit blocks of all RCoops and CH in

cluster (i+ 1).

Training overhead is introduced into the CMIMO scheme for channel estimation

and the number of required training symbols is proportional to the number of transmit
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antennas. Therefore, the packet size of long-haul transmission is given by,

Lc(i) =
Fblock

Fblock − ρtrain(NSCoop(i) + 1)

i
∑

q=1

Lagg(q) (5.27)

where Fblock is the block size of STBC code, ρtrain(NCoop + 1) is the number of training

symbols in each block. According to [HH03], the effective system bit rate is given by,

Reff
b =

Fblock − ρtrain(NSCoop + 1)

Fblock

Rb (5.28)

5.4.1.4 Overall PER Formulation

The average BER of the intra-cluster communication with a square constellation (i.e.

b = M/2 is even and b is called the constellation size of MQAM) and in AWGN channel

is given by

P̄ intra
BER

.
=

4(1 − 1/
√
M )

log2 M
Q





√

3 log2 M

M − 1
· Ēb

N0



 (5.29)

where Q(x) =
∫∞

x
1
2πe

−u2

2 du.

Denote the number of transmitters to be NT and the number of receivers to be NR.

In this chapter, transmitters in the long-haul transmission include the CH and SCoops

at the transmission side, that is, NT = NSCoop(i) + 1 in cluster i. The receivers in

the long-haul transmission include the CH and RCoops at the reception side, that is,

NR = NRCoop(i) + 1 in cluster (i + 1). Then the average BER of the inter-cluster

communication with a square constellation MQAM in Rayleigh fading channel is given

by

P̄ inter
BER

.
=

4

log2 M

(

1− 1√
M

)(

1− µ

2

)NTNR

×
NTNR−1
∑

l=0

(NTNR − 1 + l

l

)(

1 + µ

2

)l

(5.30)
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where

µ =

√

ι

1 + ι
(5.31a)

ι =
1

NT

· 3 log2 M
2(M − 1)

· Ēb

N0
(5.31b)

In addition, the PER is derived as PPER = 1−(1−PBER)
Lpacket [KS05], where Lpacket

is the number of bits in the packet. In this section, the overall packet size of cluster i for

the data collection phase is Ldata(NCM (i) +NSCoop(i) +NRCoop(i)), because NCM (i)

CMs, NSCoop(i) SCoops and NRCoop(i) RCoops transmit packets of Ldata bits to the CH

i. In the local broadcasting phase, NSCoop(i) SCoops of cluster i receive the aggregated

data of size Lagg(i) from CH i, therefore the overall packet size is Lagg(i)NSCoop(i).

In the long-haul transmission phase, CH i and NSCoop(i) SCoops at the transmission

side send the MIMO-modulated packet of size Lc(i) to NRCoop(i + 1) RCoops and CH

(i+1), so the overall packet size is Lc(i)(NSCoop(i) + 1)(NRCoop(i+ 1) + 1). In the local

forwarding phase, NRCoop(i+1) RCoops at cluster i+1 transmit a packet of size Lc(i) to

their CH (i + 1), so the overall packet size is Lc(i)(NRCoop(i+ 1)). Therefore, the PER

of the data collection phase, the local broadcasting phase, the long-haul transmission

phase and local forwarding phase are given by

P̄DC
PER(i) = 1− (1− P̄ intra

BER )Ldata(NCM (i)+NSCoop(i)+NRCoop(i)) (5.32a)

P̄LB
PER(i) = 1− (1− P̄ intra

BER )Lagg(i)NSCoop(i) (5.32b)

P̄LH
PER(i) = 1− (1− P̄ inter

BER )
Lc(i)(NSCoop(i)+1)(NRCoop(i)+1) (5.32c)

P̄LF
PER(i+ 1) = 1− (1− P̄ inter

BER )
Lc(i)(NRCoop(i+1) (5.32d)

Correspondingly, the overall PER of all phases during the transmission from cluster
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i to cluster (i+ 1) is as follows

P̄PER(i, i + 1) =P̄DC
PER(i) + (1− P̄DC

PER(i))P̄
LB
PER(i) + (1− P̄DC

PER(i))(1 − P̄LB
PER(i))P̄

LH
PER(i)

+ (1− P̄DC
PER(i))(1 − P̄LB

PER(i))(1 − P̄LH
PER(i))P̄

LF
PER(i+ 1)

(5.33)

where the first term indicates that transmission error occurs in the data collection phase,

which results in the error transmission of the following three phases; the second term

means that the data transmission is successful in the data collection phase while error

occurs in the local broadcasting phase, which results in the error transmission in the

long-haul transmission phase and the local forwarding phase; the third term indicates

that data transmission of both data collection and local transmission phase are suc-

cessful, however, error occurs in the long-haul transmission phase, which contributes to

the error transmission in the local forwarding phase; and the fourth term means that

data transmission of the first three phases are successful, but error occurs in the local

forwarding phase.

Therefore, the overall PER of all hops transmission in the routing path is expressed

as

P̄ overall
PER = 1−

NCH
∏

i=1

[

1− P̄PER(i, i + 1)
]

(5.34)

The research problem is to find the optimum cooperative coalitions of all clusters in

the routing path, denoted by C = {C(1), · · · ,C(i), · · · ,C(NCH)}, in order to minimise

the overall packet error rate P̄ overall
PER . Assume the overall sum of energy consumption in

three phases of all devices is limited to Et, the research problem in this work is expressed
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as

minimise
C

P̄ overall
PER

s.t.



































0 ≤ NSCoop(i) ≤ NnonCH(i)

0 ≤ NRCoop(i) ≤ NnonCH(i)

∑NCH

i=1

[

LdataE
DC
b (i) + EAG(i) + Lagg(i)E

LB
b (i) + Lc(i)E

LH
b (i) + Lc(i)E

LF
b (i+ 1)

]

≤ Et

(5.35)

5.4.2 QoS-based Cooperative Coalitions Selection Algorithm

The capillary gateway executes the Coops selection process based on QPSO, after receiv-

ing every device’s individual information (i.e. residual energy and location).

The QPSO-based cooperative coalitions selection algorithm aiming at maximising

the network lifetime is described in Algorithm 10. Firstly, the quantum position, quan-

tum velocity, individual optimum and global optimum of all particles are initialised,

as described from line 1 to line 10. Secondly, line 11 to line 29 describes the particle

updating process to obtain the optimum set of cooperative coalitions. In particular, the

quantum rotation angle, quantum velocity and quantum position of particles are updated

from line 13 to line 17 by (2.12), (2.6) and (2.7), respectively. Then the updated particle

positions are mapped to the selected set of SCoops and RCoops that is further utilized

in fitness value (i.e. overall PER) calculation by (5.35) in line 18. Correspondingly, the

local optimum and global optimum are updated from line 19 to line 28. Finally, the

output of this algorithm is the set of cooperative coalitions in the routing path.

At last, the capillary gateway informs every device about its role (CH, CM, SCoop

or RCoop) based on the result of Algorithm 10.
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Algorithm 10: Cooperative coalitions selection to minimise overall PER

1 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
2 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ncand] do
3 Set the quantum position x1mn by 0 or 1 randomly

4 Set the quantum velocity v1mn to be 1/
√
2

5 end

6 Update the overall PER f1
m by (5.35)

/* The local optimum is the initialised particles at the first

generation */

7 Set the local optimum fitness value fpbestmin
m to be f1

m

8 Set the local optimum position x
pbestmin
m to be x1

m

9 end

/* Update the global optimum */

10 Update the global optimum fitness value f gbestmin and the global optimum

position xgbestmin by (2.9)
11 for each t ∈ [1, 2, · · · , Tmax] do
12 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
13 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ncand] do
14 Update the quantum rotation angle θt+1

mn by (2.12)
15 Update the quantum velocity vt+1

mn by (2.6)
16 Update the quantum position xt+1

mn by (2.7)

17 end

18 Update the overall PER f t+1
m by (5.35)

19 if f t+1
m < fpbestmin

m then

20 Set the local optimum fitness value fpbestmin
m to be f t+1

m

21 Set the local optimum position x
pbestmin
m to be xt+1

m

22 end

23 end

24 Update the temporary global optimum fitness value ggbestmin by (2.9)
/* Find the final global optimum */

25 if ggbestmin < f gbestmin then

26 Set the final global optimum fitness value f gbestmin to be ggbestmin

27 Update the global optimum position xgbestmin according to ggbestmin

28 end

29 end

30 return xgbestmin as the optimum set of cooperative coalitions in the routing path

5.4.3 Simulation and Conclusions

This subsection describes the simulation scenario design, system parameters setting,

simulation platform design and the simulation results.
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5.4.3.1 Scenario Design and System Parameters

In this subsection, the scenario is the same as the one as described in Subsection 5.3.3.1.

The system parameters used in this section are also the same as shown in Table 3-A and

Table 4-A.

5.4.3.2 Simulation Platform Design

In this subsection, the simulation platform design is similar to Subsection 5.3.3.2. How-

ever, the particles in QPSO-based Coops selection module are updated to find the min-

imum fitness value (i.e. overall PER) in Algorithm 10 instead of the maximum fitness

value (i.e. network lifetime) in Algorithm 9.

5.4.3.3 Simulation Results

Due to the same scenario setting, the particle number and generation number in this

simulation is also set to be 12 and 200, respectively.

First, Figure 5.13 shows the overall PER in terms of energy constraint Et. It is

observed that the proposed QPSO-based cooperative coalitions selection algorithm out-

performs the 2×2 MIMO and 3×3 MIMO by 50% in terms of overall PER dramatically.

This is because the proposed algorithm can dynamically select the optimum cooperative

coalitions in every link. It is also shown that with the increment of the energy constraint,

the overall PER decreases, since more RCoops and SCoops are selected to support the

long-haul transmission.

Table 5-D illustrates the size of energy constraint Et in each link in terms of long-haul

distance. It can be seen that the size of cooperative coalitions increases from link 1 to link

3 on account of the same energy constraint, due to the increment of the packet size from

link 1 to link 3 in the long-haul transmission. In addition, it is also shown that the size of
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Figure 5.13: Overall PER in terms of energy constraint Et

cooperative coalitions for a particular link increases with more energy constraint. This

can be explained by the fact that more energy constraint can support more SCoops and

RCoops in the long-haul transmission, and thus decreasing the overall PER. However,

the size of cooperative coalitions remains the same when energy constraint increases after

a certain threshold, because no optimum SCoops and RCoops can be selected.

Table 5-D: Size of Cooperative Coalitions in terms of Energy Constraint Et

Energy constraint Et Link 1 Link 2 Link 3

2J 1× 1MIMO 1× 2MIMO 2× 1MIMO

2.5J 1× 1MIMO 2× 2MIMO 3× 1MIMO

3J 2× 2MIMO 1× 3MIMO 3× 1MIMO

3.5J 2× 2MIMO 1× 3MIMO 4× 1MIMO

4J 2× 2MIMO 1× 3MIMO 4× 1MIMO

4.5J 2× 2MIMO 1× 3MIMO 4× 1MIMO

Figure 5.14 demonstrates the overall PER in terms of long-haul cluster distance.

The energy constraint is set to be 3J . As discussed before, the proposed QPSO-based

algorithm is able to select cooperative coalitions in each link dynamically, therefore, it

outperforms 2× 2 MIMO and 3× 3 MIMO systems significantly. Moreover, the overall

PER increases with respect to the long-haul cluster distance. This can be explained by
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the fact that limited by the energy constraint, less SCoops and RCoops can be selected

in larger long-haul cluster distance.
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Figure 5.14: Long-haul distance versus overall PER

Finally, the size of cooperative coalitions in each link in terms of energy constraint

is investigated in Table 5-E. It can be seen that the proposed QPSO algorithm can

select the cooperative coalitions dynamically in scenarios with different energy constraint

requirement. In addition, the size of cooperative coalitions becomes smaller with the

increment of long-haul cluster distance.

Table 5-E: Size of Cooperative Coalitions versus Long-haul Cluster Distance
Long-haul cluster distance (m) Link 1 Link 2 Link 3

100 3× 2MIMO 2× 4MIMO 5× 1MIMO

125 3× 2MIMO 2× 3MIMO 4× 1MIMO

150 3× 2MIMO 2× 3MIMO 3× 1MIMO

175 2× 1MIMO 3× 2MIMO 2× 1MIMO

200 2× 1MIMO 3× 2MIMO 2× 1MIMO

225 2× 1MIMO 3× 2MIMO 1× 1MIMO

250 2× 1MIMO 3× 2MIMO 1× 1MIMO

275 2× 1MIMO 3× 1MIMO 1× 1MIMO

300 2× 1MIMO 3× 1MIMO 1× 1MIMO
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5.4.3.4 Conclusions

In this section, the cooperative coalitions selection using QPSO algorithm is investigated

with the aim of minimising the overall PER in multi-hop cluster-based capillary networks.

It is shown that the proposed QPSO-based cooperative coalitions selection algorithm

can select the optimum cooperative devices participating the long-haul transmission

dynamically. Simulation results show that the proposed QPSO-based MIMO scheme

outperforms 2× 2 MIMO and 3× 3 MIMO in terms of overall PER.

5.5 Cooperative Coalitions Selection for Joint Optimisa-

tion

This section focuses on the tradeoff between energy efficiency and QoS provision using

CMIMO system by selecting optimum set of cooperative coalitions.

5.5.1 Joint Optimisation Problem Formulation

Research objectives of energy efficiency and QoS provision optimisation are formulated

in this subsection. More specifically, the network time by (5.20) in Section 5.3 is utilized

to optimise energy efficiency, and the overall PER by (5.35) in Section 5.4 is utilized to

optimise the QoS provision.

5.5.1.1 Objective 1: Network Lifetime Maximisation

In this section, (5.2) to (5.20) are used to calculate the average battery time T̄ op
avg, which

represents the network lifetime and is expressed as follows,

T̄ op
avg =

∑Ntotal

k=1 T op(k)

Ntotal

(5.36)
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5.5.1.2 Objective 2: Overall PER Minimisation

The overall PER is obtained from (5.21) to (5.33) and expressed as follows

P̄ overall
PER = 1−

NCH
∏

i=1

[

1− P̄PER(i, i + 1)
]

(5.37)

5.5.1.3 Tradeoff Formulation of Network Lifetime and Overall PER

The research problem is to find the optimum cooperative coalitions of all clusters in the

routing path, denoted by C = {C(1), · · · ,C(i), · · · ,C(NCH)}, in order to achieve the

optimal tradeoff between network lifetime and overall PER, that is,



















maximise
C

T̄ avg
op

minimise
C

P̄ overall
PER

s.t. 0 ≤ NSCoop(i) ≤ NnonCH(i)

0 ≤ NRCoop(i) ≤ NnonCH(i)

(5.38)

5.5.2 Cooperative Coalitions Selection Algorithm for Joint Optimisa-

tion

The capillary gateway executes the Coops selection process based on NSGA-II and QPSO

(NSQPSO) algorithm, after receiving every device’s individual information (i.e. residual

energy and location).

The proposed NSQPSO-based Coops selection algorithm aiming at the optimal trade-

off between network lifetime and overall PER is described in Algorithm 11. The notation

in Subsection 4.5.2 is used in this section. Firstly, the quantum position, quantum veloc-

ity, local optimum and global optimum of all particles are initialised, as refer to line 1

to 12. In particular, the network lifetime and overall PER are calculated in line 6 after
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Algorithm 11: Cooperative coalitions selection to achieve the optimum tradeoff
between energy efficiency and QoS provision

1 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
2 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ncand] do
3 Set the quantum position x1mn by 0 or 1 randomly

4 Set the quantum velocity v1mn to be 1/
√
2

5 end

6 Update the network lifetime f1
m(1) by (5.36) and the overall PER f1

m(2)
by (5.37)

7 Set the local optimum fitness value for energy efficiency fpbestmax
m (1) to be

f1
m(1)

8 Set the local optimum fitness value for QoS provision fpbestmin
m (2) to be f1

m(2)

9 Set the local optimum position x
pbest
m to be x1

m

10 end

11 Generate Ŝ1 by Algorithm 3 based on S1
12 xgbestis chosen from a specified top part (e.g. top 5%) of Ŝ randomly
13 for each t ∈ [1, 2, · · · , Tmax] do
14 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do
15 for each n ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Ncand] do
16 Update the quantum rotation angle θt+1

mn by (2.12)
17 Update the quantum velocity vt+1

mn by (2.6)
18 Update the quantum position xt+1

mn by (2.7)

19 end

20 Update the network lifetime f t+1
m (1) by (5.36) and overall PER f t+1

m (2)
by (5.37)

21 end

22 Z = St ∪ St+1

23 Generate Ŝt+1 by Algorithm 3 based on Z
24 xgbest(i)is chosen from a specified top part (e.g. top 5%) of Ŝt+1 randomly
25 for each m ∈ [1, 2, · · · ,Nparticle] do

26 x
pbest
m is chosen from Ŝt+1 randomly

27 end

28 end

29 return xgbest as the optimum set of cooperative coalitions in the routing path

mapping the position of particles to the selected cooperative coalitions. And the NSGA-

II algorithm is performed in line 11 to sort all particles. Then the global optimum is

chosen from a specific top part of the sorted particles. Secondly, the particle updating

process are described from line 15 to line 19. Specifically, the rotation angle by (2.12),

velocity by (2.6), position by (2.7) and fitness values are updated in line 20. Then the
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updated particles merge with previous particles in line 22, and the set of merged parti-

cles is sorted according to NSGA-II algorithm in line 23. The global optimum and local

optimum are updated from line 24 to 27. Finally, the best set of cooperative coalitions

for the routing path is returned as the output of this algorithm.

At last, the capillary gateway informs every device about its role (CH, CM or Coop)

based on the result of Algorithm 11.

5.5.3 Simulation and Conclusions

This subsection describes the simulation scenario design, system parameters setting,

simulation platform design and the simulation results.

5.5.3.1 Scenario Design and System Parameters

In this subsection, the scenario is the same as the one as described in Subsection 5.3.3.1.

The system parameters used in this section are also the same as shown in Table 3-A and

Table 4-A.

5.5.3.2 Simulation Platform Design

The simulation process of the proposed cooperative coalitions selection algorithm aiming

at the tradeoff optimisation in Subsection 5.5.2 consists of a number of logic blocks and

simulation loops, as shown in Figure 5.15.

A. Scenario initialisation module

The scenario initialisation module is the same as Subsection 5.3.3.2.

B. NSQPSO-based cooperative coalitions selection Module

This module performs QPSO algorithm to generate and update particles, and also per-
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Figure 5.15: Flowchart of the proposed cooperative coalitions selection algo-
rithm aiming at the tradeoff optimisation (Algorithm 11)

forms the NSGA-II algorithm to generate the non-dominated Pareto solutions which

guides the direction of particle updating. It includes particle initialisation and particle

updating as described in Subsection 3.5.2, particle combination block which merges the

updated particles at current generation with previous particles at previous generation,

NSGA-II block to obtain the non-dominated swarm, generation iteration process and the

output of cooperative coalitions in the routing path after a pre-determined generations.

The NSGA-II block consists of non-dominated sorting sub-block to sort all solutions
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into non-dominated fronts, as described in Subsection 4.5.3.

5.5.3.3 Simulation Results

Due to the same scenario setting, the particle number and generation number in this sim-

ulation is also set to be 12 and 200, respectively. In this subsection, the QPSO algorithm

focuses on energy efficiency by maximising the network lifetime, denoted as QPSO-EE,

and the QPSO algorithm focuses on QoS provision optimisation by minimising the overall

PER, denoted as QPSO-QoS, are employed as two reference algorithms.
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Figure 5.16: Pareto optimal solution of NSQPSO

First, Figure 5.16 shows the Pareto optimal solution of the proposed NSQPSO algo-

rithm when setting Ēb/N0 to be 20dB. It can be seen that a longer network lifetime

can be achieved but the overall PER is higher at the same time; similarly, the over-

all PER can be minimised by reducing the network lifetime. In addition, most of the

Pareto optimal solutions are in the range between 1000-1400 min network lifetime. This

is because these non-dominated solutions are produced in the particle updating process

after certain generations and one of these solutions cannot be said to be better than the
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in the absence of any further information.
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Figure 5.17: Ēb/N0 versus network lifetime

In addition, Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 show the network lifetime and overall PER

in terms of SNR per bit Ēb/N0. In Figure 5.17, it is observed that the performance of

the proposed NSQPSO algorithm is better than QPSO-QoS algorithm which minimises

the overall PER but compromises the energy efficiency. On the other hand, QPSO-EE

algorithm outperforms the proposed NSQPSO algorithm in terms of network lifetime,

while it compromises the PER as is shown in Figure 5.18. It can be concluded that

the proposed NSQPSO algorithm is able to achieve the optimal tradeoff between energy

efficiency and QoS provision by selecting optimum set of cooperative coalitions in the

routing path.

Finally, the size of cooperative coalitions for link 1, link 2 and link 3 are list in

Table 5-F, Table 5-G and Table 5-H, respectively. It has been proved in [DCSI07] that

the BER decreases with the increment of Ēb/N0, and thus the energy consumption per

bit increases with respect to Ēb/N0. In this case, the cooperative coalitions selected by

QPSO-EE in the routing path is 1 × 1 MIMO. On the contrary, QPSO-QoS is able to

select different cooperative coalitions with the objective of overall PER minimisation.
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Figure 5.18: Ēb/N0 versus overall PER

Additionally, more SCoops and RCoops for each link are selected by QPSO-QoS with

the increment of Ēb/N0. It can also be observed that the size of cooperative coalitions

selected by the proposed NSQPSO varies dynamically with respect to Ēb/N0. This is

because there are many different Pareto optimal solutions of cooperative coalitions which

can achieve the optimum tradeoff between network lifetime and overall PER and the

proposed NSQPSO algorithm selects one of them randomly as the optimum cooperative

coalitions.

Table 5-F: Size of Cooperative Coalitions for Link 1 in terms of Ēb/N0

Ēb/N0(dB) QPSO-EE QPSO-QoS Proposed NSQPSO

20 1× 1MIMO 2× 3MIMO 4× 3MIMO

22 1× 1MIMO 2× 3MIMO 4× 4MIMO

24 1× 1MIMO 2× 4MIMO 3× 5MIMO

26 1× 1MIMO 2× 4MIMO 3× 4MIMO

28 1× 1MIMO 2× 4MIMO 3× 3MIMO

30 1× 1MIMO 2× 4MIMO 5× 4MIMO
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Table 5-G: Size of Cooperative Coalitions for Link 2 in terms of Ēb/N0

Ēb/N0(dB) QPSO-EE QPSO-QoS Proposed NSQPSO

20 1× 1MIMO 1× 4MIMO 2× 4MIMO

22 1× 1MIMO 1× 5MIMO 2× 4MIMO

24 1× 1MIMO 1× 5MIMO 3× 4MIMO

26 1× 1MIMO 1× 5MIMO 4× 4MIMO

28 1× 1MIMO 1× 5MIMO 5× 2MIMO

30 1× 1MIMO 1× 5MIMO 4× 3MIMO

Table 5-H: Size of Cooperative Coalitions for Link 3 in terms of Ēb/N0

Ēb/N0(dB) QPSO-EE QPSO-QoS Proposed NSQPSO

20 1× 1MIMO 3× 1MIMO 5× 1MIMO

22 1× 1MIMO 5× 1MIMO 3× 1MIMO

24 1× 1MIMO 5× 1MIMO 5× 1MIMO

26 1× 1MIMO 5× 1MIMO 4× 1MIMO

28 1× 1MIMO 5× 1MIMO 6× 1MIMO

30 1× 1MIMO 6× 1MIMO 4× 1MIMO

5.5.3.4 Conclusions

In this section, the cooperative coalitions selection using QPSO and NSGA-II algorithm

is investigated with the aim of the optimum tradeoff between energy efficiency and QoS

provision in multi-hop cluster-based capillary networks. It is shown that the proposed

QPSO-based cooperative coalitions selection algorithm selects the optimum cooperative

devices dynamically to participate the long-haul transmission. Simulation results show

that the proposed QPSO-based MIMO can strike the optimum tradeoff between average

network lifetime and overall PER.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, Section 5.1 specified the system model for CMIMO systems in multi-hop

cluster-based capillary networks.

In order to improve energy efficiency, an optimum cooperative coalitions selection

algorithm was developed to achieve the network lifetime maximisation in Section 5.3.
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Similar to Subsection 4.3.1, the network lifetime was formulated by applying the bat-

tery model, evaluating individual power consumption and estimating the transmission

time of every device during all intra-cluster and inter-cluster transmission in Subsec-

tion 5.3.1. The proposed cooperative coalitions selection algorithm in Subsection 5.3.2

applies QPSO to select the cooperative coalitions for every hop in a particular routing

path, which aims to maximise the network lifetime. Simulation results in Section 5.3.3

have shown that the proposed cooperative coalitions selection algorithm achieves more

than 10% increase of battery network lifetime than 2× 2 MIMO and 3× 3 MIMO.

In addition, taking the QoS provision optimisation into account, an optimum cooper-

ative coalitions selection in multi-hop cluster-based capillary networks was investigated

to minimise the overall PER of all links for the routing path in Section 5.4. Sub-

section 5.4.1 presented the overall PER calculation and Subsection 5.4.2 designed the

cooperative coalitions selection algorithm that uses QPSO to choose the optimum set of

cooperative coalitions in a particular routing path with the objective of overall PER min-

imisation. Simulation results in Section 5.4.3 demonstrated that the proposed algorithm

outperforms 2× 2 MIMO and 3× 3 MIMO in terms of overall PER.

Furthermore, Section 5.5 focused on the tradeoff between network lifetime and over-

all PER in multi-hop cluster-based capillary networks using CMIMO systems. Subsec-

tion 5.5.1 presented the tradeoff problem formulation by setting two objectives of network

lifetime and overall PER optimisation. Subsection 5.5.2 proposed NSQPSO algorithm

to select the optimum set of cooperative coalitions, which applies QPSO to select the

optimum set of cooperative senders and cooperative receivers of each cluster in the rout-

ing path, and also NSGA-II for the Pareto solutions of cooperative coalitions to prolong

network lifetime and decrease overall PER. The simulation results in Subsection 5.5.3

proved that the proposed NSQPSO algorithm is able to achieve the optimal tradeoff

between energy efficiency and QoS provision.
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Conclusions and future work

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis proposed several node selection algorithms based on clustering and coopera-

tive communication for capillary networks. The proposed algorithms aimed to prolong

network lifetime, minimise overall PER and achieve the optimum tradeoff between net-

work lifetime and PER.

First, a QoS aware energy efficient CHs selection algorithm is proposed by using

QPSO to maximise the network lifetime. Simulation results proved that the proposed

algorithm is able to prolong network lifetime by selecting the optimum set of CHs, and

outperforms PSO and QGA algorithms by 10% in terms of network lifetime.

Second, CH and cooperative devices selection algorithms for one-hop cluster-based

capillary networks based on CMISO are proposed to maximise the network lifetime,

minimise the PER, and also achieve the optimum tradeoff between network lifetime

and PER. Simulation results proved that the proposed algorithms effectively achieve

different objectives by selecting the optimum set of cooperative devices. In addition,

it is demonstrated that the proposed algorithms outperforms PSO and QGA by 8% in
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terms of network lifetime.

Finally, cooperative coalitions selection algorithms for multi-hop cluster-based capil-

lary networks based on multi-hop CMIMO are proposed to maximise the network life-

time, minimise the PER, and also achieve the optimum tradeoff between network lifetime

and PER. Simulation results demonstrated that the proposed cooperative coalition selec-

tion algorithms effectively achieve different objectives by selecting the optimum set of

cooperative senders and cooperative receivers of each cluster in the routing path. It was

also shown that the proposed algorithms outperforms 2× 2 MIMO and 3× 3 MIMO by

20% in terms of network lifetime.

6.2 Future work

6.2.1 Cooperative Coalitions Selection in Energy Harvesting Networks

Due to the tremendous increase in the number of battery-powered wireless devices over

the past decade, the energy harvesting has become an important research area as a mean

of prolonging lifetime of such devices [PS05]. Apart from the conventional renewable

energy sources such as solar and wind, radio frequency signals radiated by ambient

transmitters can be treated as a viable new source for energy harvesting. Thus, the

wireless signals can be used to deliver information as well as energy [Shi11].

Taking energy harvesting technique into consideration, the research on cooperative

communication enabled capillary networks is limited and still in its infancy. For the

capillary networks employing CMISO or CMIMO systems, the new cooperative coalitions

selection algorithms is indispensable, and there are at least two aspects that should be

taken into account:

a) The discontinuous energy level of CHs may result in different optimum long-haul coop-

erative transmission scheme selection. As such, the new cooperative coalitions selec-
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tion algorithm should address the flexibility to switch between single-input-single-

output (SISO), MISO, single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) and MIMO cooperative

transmission schemes.

b) Due to the random nature of the harvested energy, cooperative coalitions may not be

suitable to support the long-haul transmission during a long time period. Therefore,

it is vital to develop an effective low time complexity cooperative coalitions selection

algorithm which can be executed frequently to adjust the continuous changing energy

level of all devices.

Therefore, it comes to the conclusion that cooperative coalitions selection in cooper-

ative communication enabled capillary networks is a promising research avenue.

6.2.2 Cooperative Coalitions Selection in Heterogeneous Wireless Net-

works

The future wireless network architecture is heterogeneous, with macro-cells, pico-cells

and femto-cells, along with a number of heterogeneous devices using different radio access

technologies [HLIK13]. Cooperative communication can be used in such emerging net-

works by employing heterogeneous devices and infrastructures as the cooperating nodes.

For the cooperative schemes in heterogeneous networks, different devices or infrastruc-

tures are allowed to share resources and channel information to implement collabora-

tion [ZFK06].

However, cooperative coalitions selection in heterogeneous wireless networks is a very

challenging research topic, due to the dynamic subjective status (e.g. battery status and

CPU processing capability) of heterogeneous devices and infrastructures. In addition, by

implementing the cooperative communication, a large variety of coexisting radio access

technologies (i.e. Zigbee, Wi-Fi, cellular) among heterogeneous devices and infrastruc-

tures can result in the co-channel interference.
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Therefore, novel cooperative coalition selection algorithms are open issues worth to

be addressed.



Appendix A

Simulation Validation

In order to testify the performance of the proposed algorithms, the theoretical problem

formulation is translated to the Matlab code. In the simulation, the typical parameter

values specified in related IoT standards and research work are adopted, as shown in

Table 3-A and Table 4-A. All codes are checked by the debugger, and the mathematical

correctness of the implemented algorithm is checked line by line.

To verify the correctness of Matlab coding, reproduction of the related work is carried

out. Figure 2.9 shows that the final convergence value of Rastrigin function using qubit-

based QPSO is about 10−5 , and the final convergence value of Rastrigin function using

PSO and QGA are about 10−1, which agrees with the result of Figure 5 in [CZZ+14].

Additionally, Figure 2.10 shows that the qubit-based QPSO outperforms PSO and QGA

by about 50% in terms of the convergence value of Griewank function, which matches

the simulation result of Figure 4 in [CZZ+14]. Therefore, the correctness of Matlab codes

in Chapter 2 can be verified. By substituting the particle representation and the fitness

function, the Matlab codes of PSO, QGA and qubit-based QPSO used in Chapter 2 are

also executed in the simulations of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

To evaluate the proposed algorithms in Chapter 5, the performance of proposed

algorithms are compared with existing algorithms, thereby ensuring the trend of the
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simulation results is reasonable. In Chapter 5, Figure 5.18 indicates that the overall

PER decreases with the increment of SNR for both the proposed algorithm in Section 5.5

and existing algorithm in [LLW+13], and this trend agrees with the result of Figure 3

in [LLW+13]. In addition, Chapter 5 executes the same Matlab codes of qubit-based

QPSO which is used and has been verified in Chapter 2.
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